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EDITORIAL – From the Associate Editor
Currently in its 13th year of publication, the iSCHANNEL team is proud to contribute yet another
series of insightful research of aspiring academics, current students, and those hungry for sharing
ideas and findings with the Information Systems community. Out of a wide selection of submissions
this year we agreed on a great mixture of quantitative findings and theoretical explorations of topics
surrounding challenges and opportunities of our digital age.
With contributions from my fellow Associate Editors, we are happy to present five thought-provoking
papers:
Alexandra Gencheva studies friction in the context of Open Banking solutions. Using the case of
an Open Banking consent journey, the author explores how users perceive friction and how these
perceptions and behaviours are impacted by preferences and expectations about privacy and
convenience. The analysis shows that friction is perceived as a more positive encounter by participants
that value privacy while it is perceived as a more negative encounter by participants that value
convenience.
Pauline A. Chin, Clotilde de Maricourt, Nicolas, A. Feil, Krittika Ray, and Terry L. X. Zhen, a
group of undergraduate students, explore the impact of automation in different industries looking
at current and future professionals. Using a mixed method approach, the findings reveal that all
participants are concerned about the automation of jobs in the near future. Students however were
showing a willingness to adapt to those arising challenges by learning how to code in comparison to
no willingness on the side of professionals. Findings further indicate that e.g. job security also affects
concerns with the automation of jobs.
Juan Felipe Forero offers an anthropological perspective on understanding the nature of digital
innovation. Deploying the concept of migration, including departing, arriving and crossing borders,
the author outlines how digital innovation is a product of moves, changes and different modes of
travelling. Drawing from a range of anthropological concepts and contributions, the author argues
that innovation emerges as a far messier and improvised process than previously thought. To an
Information Systems audience, this paper presents a fascinating insight into contributions from
digital anthropology and adjacent fields.
KadriannPikkat provides an interesting analysis of filter bubbles enabled by social media platforms.
Through an examination of this phenomenon, where the mechanisms exposing content to a user
prioritise ideas that reinforce his or her own beliefs, she raises awareness of the ways users of
these platforms may be unwittingly subjected to a narrowing subset of information disguised as
personalisation.Kadriannreveals the ways these platforms may simplify and manipulate the
complexities of social interaction and raises questions around how this reinforcement may shape
users’ identities.
Maria V. Santarelli examines from a political point of view the way users give consent within social
networking sites (SNS) using Facebook as a case study. By showing the analogies between a state and
Facebook, she argues that consent given on a SNS resembles John Locke’s tacit consent as derived
from “take it all or take nothing” Hobson’s choice. Such “tacit online consent” goes beyond the
consent given to governments, calling into question the contemporary legislative means in place.
We have assembled a rich set of contributions this year and we want to thank all our authors and
reviewers. Taking part in the journey from the first call for papers to the final printed journal has
shown us that research is not just about counting online submissions. iSCHANNEL has brought
people together, challenged reviewers to change their perspectives but, most of it all, it has offered
yet another breadth of topics on all kinds of technological developments that affect us equally, now
and tomorrow.
When I came to the LSE a year ago, my background in digital media studies in the field of cultural
science provided me with a healthy scepticism about technologies, and the way they affect our daily
lives. In the past months, however, I have come to realise the opportunities and the potential of
this digital landscape for individuals and businesses if only we aspire this comprehensive view.
2
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The papers selected in this volume offer rich insights into the privacy concerns in the open banking
sector and perspectives on social media platforms, accompanied by explorations of the automation of
jobs and the ever narrowing information flow we are exposed to online. Adding an anthropological
perspective to our selection further shows us that these topics of digital innovation should not just
be addressed in the field of Information Systems alone, but rather across different areas of research.
With this variety of perspectives and the growing body of knowledge that we take part in, I now see
that we can continue to evolve and revolutionise our technologies with the potential to bring about
more of rewarding disruptions.
In the name of iSCHANNEL, I am happy to have joined the team that has brought about another
journal with intriguing findings and captivating thoughts. We now like to invite your reflections and
challenge new ideas while reading through our 13th edition.
With many thanks to my fellow Associate Editors and their contributions, Katharina B. Rohr, Jerome
Retzlaff, and Kaitlyn Clark.
Special thanks goes to our Senior Editor Marta Stelmaszak who has invested a considerable amount
of time and effort to make this journal possible over the past years and Dr. Will Venters, the Faculty
Editor, who has once more supported us with his academic expertise and experience.
Sincerely,
Sophie Altrock
Associate Editor
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Consumer Perceptions to Friction in the Context of the
Privacy vs Convenience Trade-Off – The Case of an Open
Banking Consent Journey
Alexandra Gencheva
MSc Management of Information Systems and Digital Innovation
Department of Management
London School of Economics and Political Science
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ABSTRACT

Open Banking
Friction
Expectancy
E-banking
UX
User experience
Privacy
Security
Convenience

It is widely considered that ‘friction’ in user experience and digital journeys
leads to a negative user engagement, drop off rates, and ultimately impacts
profits for business in the digital space. The aspect of individuals’ perception to
risk, privacy and convenience is brought in as it directly pertains to the context
within which this study occurs.
Here, friction is studied in the context of Open Banking solutions, where to
allow for the service to be provided, customers need to consent their data to
be shared. Mocked-up digital journeys of a consent model are presented and
discussed with participants in focus groups. This paper aims to explore what
user perceptions are about friction and how these perceptions and behaviours
are impacted by their preferences and expectations about privacy, and
convenience. Expectancy Theory dimensions – Expectancy, Instrumentality and
Valence - are used to analyse and discuss the findings.
This paper is an abridged adaptation of the author’s Masters’ Thesis Dissertation,
for the Management of Information Systems and Digital Innovation course
at the LSE, with an original word count of 11,000 words. Thus, findings have
been summarised in a table and representative quotes have been omitted
due to the wordcount constraints in the iSChannel journal. Appendices and
visual representations of the digital journeys, have also been omitted in this
publication (link to full thesis: https://bit.ly/2N2MGeQ).

Introduction
Industries, markets and even human behaviour, are
being changed and transformed in modern societies
with ever-so-pervasive connected services, and an ondemand and data driven economy. As such, there has
been an increased focus by researchers, businesses
and public institutions on understanding issues and
concerns related to the vast amounts of data that is
being generated: social, personal, financial, data from
‘wearables’. Debate and discussion in extant literature
focuses on privacy, security, trust, and control of our
data, with a shift to a more user-centric view (Elahi,
2009; Whitley E. , 2009). This is reflected in regulatory
changes that aim to put the control of personal
data, including consent for granting access, and the
mechanism of revocation, and the value it holds in the
hands of individuals (Whitley E. , 2009).
At the same time literature and industry findings
have shown that in a fast paced, and on-demand
Corresponding Author
Email Address: alexandra.gencheva@gmail.com (A. Gencheva)
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accelerated by innovation society, user experience
(UX), and a seamless one at that, is proving ever
more important. Organisations have measured
the negative impact and resulting loss in profit of
this type of friction of slight delays, interruptions
and ambiguity within a digital or online customer
journey. These have found that this sort of ‘friction’ in
a user experience journey can lead to higher drop-off
and bounce rates. This paper explores how this has
been exhibited in the new Open Banking ecosystem,
and how nuanced levels of friction are perceived by
customers in a digital consent journey.
Background
1. Open Banking, and getting it right
As of January 2018, the UK financial services industry
started implementing substantial and disrupting
changes to the way it offers products and services
to consumers and SMEs – commonly referred to
as Open Banking. Enabled by the second Payment
Services Directive, Open Banking is believed to lead
to a more open and secure banking ecosystem, new
business models and services (Zachariadis & Ozcan,
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2017; PWC, 2016), as well as more market competition
and choice (Reynolds, 2017). It can even become a
lens “through which to reassess how we share our
data […], and help us regain control over how we
share all our data better” (Reynolds, 2017).
The successful uptake of Open Banking will likely
be reliant not only on technological excellence and
regulatory rigour, but also on successful mitigation
of perceived risk factors for consumers, as was seen
with e-payment solutions (Ho & Ng, 1994). Its success
depends on positive initial uptake from the firstadopter customers – which includes them having
understood its potential value and overcoming fears
pertaining to the adequate handling of their data,
security and safeguarding their identity (The Open
Data Institute, 2016).
The EU General Data Protection Act (GDPR), will
undoubtedly contribute to easing consumers’ fear
and instil some confidence in the Open Banking
process, as well as other digital experiences which
require their consent to gather data. The law clearly
states that when individuals share their data,
informed, unambiguous and an affirmative action
(deliberate, i.e. having to opt-in) must be present
when the individual agrees to give consent (ICO,
2017). However, as with other digital journeys,
within the Open Banking ecosystem, instilling certain
protections could become an element of ‘friction’, as
the process of acquiring such consent may add steps
and additional actions on behalf of users.
Literature Review
2. The Role of ‘Friction’ in Digital Customer
Experience
A concept that originates in the study of physics,
‘friction’ is used to describe diverse phenomena in
an array of disciplines. - from kinetic energy and
war battle performance (von Clausewitz, 1873), to
a trading environment in market economies (FT.
com, 2006; NASDAQ.com, 2011) and institutions as
a constraint-creating factor in societies (Sjöstrand,
1993, p. 17). In user experience, digital journeys and
‘flow’, friction has not been as clearly defined, but is
largely viewed as something negative, something to
minimise if possible.
Author Denis Hauptly argues that “any technology
or product that significantly reduces the steps to
complete a task will enjoy high adoption rates by
the people it assists”. Removing steps in the journey
required to accomplish a task or reach a goal, can
be part of product innovation as well (Hart, 2009).
Similarly, Evan Williams co-founder of Twitter and
Blogger echoes that that is the secret to establishing
a successful tech business in this age: “Take a
human desire, preferably one that has been around
for a really long time...Identify that desire and use
modern technology to take out steps.” (Wired, 2013).
Tech giants like Google, Amazon and Facebook are
constantly looking for ways to optimise their digital
revenue streams. They understand that friction, in the
form of ‘profitable but irritating’ mechanisms to target

and advertise, leads to abandonment behaviours
along the digital journey (Harvard Business Review,
2016). As little as 100 milliseconds leads to a seven
per cent drop in conversion; a two second delay
leads to a 103 per cent increase in abandonment rate
on a website. At the same time 53 per cent of mobile
device users will leave a web page if it has longer than
a three second delay when loading (DoubleClick,
2016; Akamai, 2017). Delays in the online experience
affect the long-term relationship and trust built with
customers (Harvard Business Review, 2016), and can
result in loss of profit and unaccomplished business
objectives, as well as the inability to make use of
user and traffic data analytics (DoubleClick, 2016;
Facebook Business, 2016).
Banks are now having to compete with industry
disruptors, such as FinTechs and challenger banks,
for customer acquisition and retention, with the new
battlefield being the digital customer experience.
Complexity caused by multiple touch-points,
regulatory compliance, and multiple interests
increases the prospect for interruptions and friction
in the customer journey, which may result in higher
drop-off rates (Finextra, 2017). In fact, a seamless digital
experience and smooth flow that reflect consumers’
preferences will lead to “improved satisfaction, loyalty
and referral scores” (Digital Banking Report, 2017).
The Technology Acceptance Model theory explains
the uptake and use of new technology as a dependant
on two primary factors – perceived usefulness and
ease of use (Davis, 1989). The latter, more pertinent
to this study, is defined as ‘‘the degree to which using
the technology will be free of effort.’’ (Davis, 1989).
‘Ease of use’ also has an impact on user adoption of
technology, and significantly more so with riskier
technology than with less risky technology (Im, Kim,
& Han, 2008). The inverse correlation has also been
found - products and services perceived to be too
complex and difficult to learn to use, are likely to also
be perceived as risky to adopt and use (Featherman
& Pavlou, 2003). While privacy and security concerns
at the top of ‘risk factors’, another dimension of
risk is ‘time-risk’, defined as “consumer assessment
of potential losses to convenience, time, and effort
caused by wasting time researching, purchasing,
setting up, switching to, and learning how to use the
E-payment service” (Featherman & Wells, 2010). Or
similarly, in e-payment risk perception studies, the
‘risk’ of a transaction online taking up more time to
complete than completing it by other means. Timerisk has been explored as one of several perceived
risks that impact on consumer buying and adoption
behaviour (Ho & Ng, 1994; Darley, Blankson, &
Luethge, 2010; Featherman & Pavlou, 2003). Adding
time delays or steps can inhibit the adoption and use
of a new service or technology – they cause friction in
the commonly perceived context.
3. Privacy, Convenience and Friction
Information privacy concerns matter in this context,
as they too add a level of risk, inhibitive to adoption
to technology. However, trying to mitigate privacy
concerns can equally increase friction user journey.
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Consumers’ information privacy concerns are
complex, encompassing corporate information
practices including information gathering, handling,
transfer and data accuracy (Stewart & Segars, 2002)
and affecting perceptions of risk when factoring
them in to other decisions (Png, Hui, Lee, & Hann,
2007). Demonstrating this, is the widely observed
phenomenon and debate over the trade-off between
privacy and convenience seen in the context of social
media and Internet of Things (Fusion, 2016; Social
Media Today, 2014). People mostly do not read
privacy policies on websites as it would be timeconsuming, counterintuitive and costly - it would take
201 hours/annum to read privacy policies word for
word on every website we visit (McDonald & Cranor,
2008). Convenience seekers will also be the first to
sign up to a service if it simplifies their experience
(Png, Hui, Lee, & Hann, 2007). Equally, not only are
people more likely to purchase from websites that
offer higher levels of privacy and more informative
privacy policies, but that they are willing to pay a
premium to purchase from them (Tsai, Egelman,
Cranor, & Acquisti, 2011).
However, it was also found that privacy concerns in
the advent of e-banking services – around supplying
personal information as a prerequisite of use - may
inhibit their adoption. (Kolodinsky, Hogarth, &
Hilgert, 2004). Not surprisingly, user adoption and
use of e-payment services has similarly been found
also impacted by the way various design attributes
reduce various perceived risk (financial, privacy,
time-risk), consequently effecting consumer choice
for payment method (See-To & Ho, 2016). In other
words, if consumers perceive a level of convenience,
time saved and ease of use of an e-payment journey,
it will reduce their perception of risk, and thus
positively affect its adoption.
This is congruent with previous research highlighting
that finding a sufficiently compelling offer, benefit or
utility, is conducive to “unquestioning adoption”,
indicating a reduced consideration for privacy and
sharing personal data (Ipsos Mori, 2015; Reynolds,
2017).
Research Design
1. Objective and Methodology
The aim of this paper is to answer the following
question:
What are consumer attitudes toward added ‘friction’ in the
user experience of a consent journey of an Open Banking
Solution?
It attempts to validate previous findings about
friction in user experience, contribute to this through
a unique new context of the advent of the Open
Banking ecosystem, and discuss the findings within
an information-processing theory of motivation. The
research question was chosen due to its significance
in the context of the technological shift in the banking
sector and the availability of raw current data. A
qualitative approach was selected due to the nature of
6

available data, as part of an ongoing larger research
project conducted by Ipsos Mori market research
organisation, for a report commissioned by the OBIE.
A qualitative approach allows for a more in-depth
investigation of a niche question, the possibility to
discover subtleties and nuances pertaining to the
topic, and a flexible and guided approach to the
questions in real time by the researcher (Anderson,
2010).
2. Data Gathering
Permission was sought and granted for the use of
focus group data from the OBIE research project,
conducted by Ipsos Mori market research company. I
contributed additional questions to the research brief
and discussion guide. I chose tape-based analysis
(audio and video), which allows researchers to “focus
on the research question and transcribe sections that
assist in better understanding of the phenomenon of
interest” (Onwuegudzie, Dickinson, Leech, & Zoran,
2009). The full Ipsos Mori research comprised of 10
two-hour focus groups, with three to five people each.
Participants were shown several ‘stimuli’ - mocked–
up mobile app/website consent journeys, reflecting
what the potential consent journey could look like
in an Open Banking ecosystem - and asked a series
of questions pertaining to the stimuli they have just
seen.
The original OBIE research brief included 16 mockedup journeys, with respective objectives. I selected
the relevant Journey 1 and Journey 2, which are as
follows:
Journey 1: Friction on Journey
This journey aims to test if adding a delay, results
in what is defined as positive friction - as a way for
people to stop and think further about the process,
their data and the consent mechanism.
Control Journey 1 (CT1) – An ‘account aggregation’
journey on a Third-Party Provider (TPP) app, taking
the consumer from a Consent Page, to a Bank-side
page (within the app), for authentication; finally,
to an Authorisation page, to authorise the bank to
release their Account/Transaction data.
Test Journey 1.1 (TJ1.1) – This is the same account
aggregation journey, but includes redirect screens and
messages when the customer is redirected from the
TPP to the bank and vice versa. Customers are held
on the redirect screen for 3 seconds, with an animated
graphical ‘spinning wheel’ icon, or ‘throbber’ (Soon,
2016).
Test Journey 1.2 (TJ1.2) – The same as Journey 1.1,
except that the customer is held on redirect screen
with the throbber animated icon, for 5 seconds.
Journey 2: Efficacy of the three-step Authentication
and Authorisation Models
Journey 2 tests the preference and attitudes of three
different consent models, thus indirectly testing
perceptions to friction to different extents in each of the
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consent models. As explored in the literature review,
an additional journey step could be considered added
friction in the digital journey, whereas the hybrid and
circumvented models could theoretically preferred
by participants.
Control Journey 2 (CT2): The 3-step consent model
where authentication and authorisation are distinct
steps
Test Journey 2.1 (TJ2.1): The circumvented consent
model where there is an authentication step but no
authorisation step
Test Journey 2.2 (TJ2.2): The hybrid consent model
where the authentication/authorisation steps are
combined into one step (OBIE, 2017).
3. Conceptual Framework
Because this study deals with people’s perceptions
of user experience and value of a theoretical future
ecosystem, and it requires them to take into account
privacy and security concerns pertaining to their
financial and personal information – I utilised a
theoretical lens that explains people’s behaviour
through motivation. Open Banking uptake by the
public is considered partially dependant on the
perception of trade-offs between merits and risks. This
aligns with the basic belief in this theory: motivation,
seen as the driving force of behaviour, addresses the
question of choice between alternatives, and their
respective value and consequences.
According to Victor Vroom’s Expectancy theory
(Vroom, 1964), motivation is the driving force for
behaviour, and explains that people make choices
between opposing alternatives, by estimating if the
expected results from their behaviour will match
their desired outcome. Motivation is a product of
the multiplicative relationship between Expectancy,
Instrumentality and Valence. Expectancy is the belief
that if an individual exerts enough effort it will lead
to the desired performance, known as the effortperformance relationship. Instrumentality is the
performance-outcome relationship, characterizing the
belief that if a person meets the expected performance
it will result in the desired outcome. Finally, Valence
represents the value placed on the desired outcome
(Lambright, 2010; Png, Hui, Lee, & Hann, 2007). It is
dependent on the person’s personal values, beliefs
and preferences, and can be related to a positively or
negatively valued expected outcome. In the context of
online privacy, and related to this research, positive
Valence would also incorporate the feeling of security
due to specific mechanisms in place like a privacy
policy on a website (Png, Hui, Lee, & Hann, 2007). In
other words, the value they place on the benefits of
the outcome is high enough.
Findings and Analysis
Table 1 summarises some of the attitudes, feelings
and observations across the different consumer
groups, for Journeys 1 and 2. In addition, Expectancy,
Instrumentality and Valence, are used as a lens for

perceptions of friction and its impact on the motivation
to consent, and successfully use these services. The
findings about TJ1.1 and TJ1.2 are presented together,
as they were extremely similar, only differing in a
three- versus five-second delay. ‘N/A’ indicates no
specific discussions occurred on that section.
Discussion and Conclusion
First, findings point to ‘throbber’ delays in redirect
screens, not being perceived as ‘negative’ friction
enough to lead to higher drop-off rates or journey
abandonment. However, too much of a delay could
be mistaken for crashed or frozen service. Second,
delay wasn’t perceived as ‘positive friction’ either.
However, other positive outcomes were observed
in the less tech-savvy groups - delays symbolised a
more secure and robust process, and interpreted as
two organisations communicating with each other.
More tech-aware participants on the other hand,
merely related this delay to the internet connection,
or as a function of the process. Third, the 3-step
consent model was found to be a clear way for
people to map out the consent model digital journey
in their minds, which implicitly signalled this to be
part of a robust secure process. This is congruent
with extant literature findings that where consumers
have ‘low mental-intangibility’, i.e. journeys are
mentally tangible and easier to grasp, they perceive
the ease of use of an e-service as a risk-reducing factor
(Featherman & Wells, The Intangibility of E-Services:
Effects on Perceived Risk and Acceptance., 2010).
Expectancy Theory lens helps explain why perception
of friction within a journey can be diverse, due to
varying weight placed on the effort-performance
and performance-outcome relationships. People
understood the effort exerted to overcome friction
to signify different things, depending on how techsavvy, and financially-aware they were. Even more
importantly, Valence helps explains this complexity,
as people will place different value on convenience
vs privacy/security, and therefore, on the service that
they attain. Less tech- and financially-savvy users
expressed that the service didn’t directly interest them
at present, and found that the process itself, while
straightforward and familiar, is still a lot of effort
for the benefit offered. Conversely, CG3 (looking for
finance/credit) didn’t feel deterred by the ‘throbber’
delay, and were more willing to go through this
‘effort’ – attributable to their higher financial needs,
thus more willing to disregard friction. Similarly,
more tech-savvy users, assumed privacy measures
are already in place, as this occurs within the financial
services sector, or that the onus is on the banks to
protect them – because they value convenience and
time-saved more.
The Expectancy Theory lens helps us see why across
different groups there was a common perception
when it came to the 3-step consent model. Early
adopters felt they would not be going through the
‘effort’ or be in the app, had they not wanted to. They
saw it as their firm choice to try a new service/app
and didn’t need the extra Authorisation step; some
even went as far to say that if they had decided to use
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CT1

TJ 1.1 & 1.2

CT2

TJ2.1

TJ2.2.

General sentiment across
multiple groups
N/A

CG1

· (upon experiencing
TJs) the
inconvenience
of extra step is
actually negligible

· When compared
to alternative TJs,
felt long-winded/
clunky

· Said if they saw
a delay they
would think it’s a
connection delay;
didn’t necessarily
associate with a
robust background
process

· Could become
frustrating after
prolonged use
and increased
familiarity

· Didn’t notice the absence
of a ‘throbber’ or transfer
screen until prompted
and only after seeing a TJ
· Expected a ‘throbber’ as
a customary step in this
type of sign up journey
· Most didn’t spot
differences between CT1
and TJs, unless they were
pointed out
· 5 second delay (TJ1.1) felt
too long, when compared
to 3 second (TJ1.2)

· Preferred CT2 as it added
sense of security and
control
· Represented a good
way to model in their
minds that there is a
Third Party, a Bank and a
connection between them
(before seeing TJs)

· (generally)
concerned about
what TPPs could
do with their
information

CG3

· Feelings of
insecurity,
anxiousness (after
compared to TJ)

CG2

· 2 organizations are
communicating

N/A

· Felt they wouldn’t
notice the lack
of Authorization
if they hadn’t
experienced CT2

· Process asks for
familiar information,
so doesn’t seem
lengthy

· Taking the time
now even with extra
step means ensure
security is right

CG6 – Poor Credit
History

· May ‘switch off’
while waiting
and think about
something else

· ‘Throbber’ wouldn’t
deter, but encourage
them

· A process in the
background
· Doing what you’ve
asked it to so
· Being transferred
from Third Party
Provider to Bank

· Clearer compared to
TJ2.2, with distinct
Authorisation step
· Affirming what you
are consenting to;
· Good for people
that glance over
small print

· When comparing
to 3-step model,
acknowledged that
they are sharing
data, so should be
extra cautious, so
didn’t mind extra
step

· Helped them notice
that authorization &
authentication can
look similar in CT2

· More confident that
data will be secure
· Compared to 3-step
model, people didn’t feel
comfortable with this;
more positive attitudes to
3-step consent model

· Less steps than
CT2 so seems
easier to go
through

· Felt this is a weaker
consent model than
CT2

· Said they wouldn’t be
on the app unless they
wanted to/had all the
information – so extra
step may be unnecessary

· No distinct
Authorisatoin step
wasn’t detrimental
– no need for yet
another prompt

· No distinct
Authorisatoin step
wasn’t detrimental
– would’ve
been completely
informed and sure
at this point

CG8

N/A

· Level of security
· A robust process
they would expect
· Don’t expect
things to be
instantaneous
· Too long delay
may be frustrating
or interpreted as a
‘crashed site’
· User friendly
· Familiar, in
the things you
are required to
provide
· Wasn’t asking
for ‘that much’
information

· Compared to
CT2, didn’t like
the absence of
Authorization step

N/A

Participants
expect
reasonable
level of wait
or ‘effort’
as a natural
part of the
Consent
process leading to
successfully
performing
sign up, grant
access, or add
an account.

Expectancy

Performing the
sign-up process,
leads to the
attaining the
service.

Completing the
sign-up signifies
that a robust
background
process has taken
place, and leads
to attaining the
service (outcome),
in a safe and
secure way.
The ‘throbber’
signified
performing a
secure process
between TPP and
bank (to privacy
conscious people)

Instrumentality

Value placed
on attaining
the service
depends on
perception
of benefits vs
potential risks
– exposed
financial
accounts,
identity theft,
information
being used
to make
decisions
about them,
etc.

Valence

Steps were
perceived
as part of
the ‘effort’
needed–
give certain
information,
bank
confirms it –
to attain the
performance
of
‘successfully
signing up’.

Depending
on value
placed on
attaining the
service, people
perceived the
extra steps
as either
acceptable or
unnecessary.
Similarly, extra
steps/prompts
were welcome
more by
privacy-aware
people.

Privacy- and
security-conscious
groups saw the
performance of
extra steps as,
instrumental to
ensuring their
information is
secure and risk is
as low as possible.
Early adopters
saw them as
unnecessary for
the desired out
come

Table 1. Summary of Findings - Attitudes, Feelings, and Observations across the Different Consumer Groups
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it, they didn’t want to be challenged one more time.
The more privacy-conscious and technology-resistant
groups, felt the same, but the justification cited was
that they would have already done extensive research,
decided to either trust it or not, and then try it.
In summary, friction is perceived as a more positive
encounter where participants were more privacy
and security conscious (typically technophobes, and
financially excluded); early adopters, tech-savvy
and younger people, expressed preference for and
put exceeding value on convenience and speed, and
thus were inclined to perceive friction as negative. It
is important to clarify that this inclination was in the
context of imagining what long-term use might feel
like.
Implications
This research has shown that if the aim is to
increase engagement and uptake within the Open
Banking ecosystem, the barriers to overcome are
the preference for convenience or speed, and the
simultaneous security and privacy consideration.
Friction could, then operate as a control mechanism
for these perceptions, helping to strike the right
balance for a successful uptake with the target
audience. Extant literature tells us that people have
different preferences for security and privacy versus
convenience - from disregarding privacy concerns
if the offer is compelling enough (Ipsos Mori, 2015;
McDonald & Cranor, 2008) to paying premium to
shop on websites where they feel their privacy is
safeguarded (Tsai, Egelman, Cranor, & Acquisti,
2011). However, results are dependent on people’s
perceptions and values, and can be examined as
continuum impacted by variables, including how
tech-savvy and/or risk-averse people are. Previous
studies recommend that because of the various
considerations taken into account, e-banking and
e-commerce technologies could not be aggregated
into one category, with a one-size-fits-all approach to
marketing, communication and adoption strategies
(Kolodinsky, Hogarth, & Hilgert, 2004). Furthermore,
adhering to the GDPR’s requirements for informed
consent is fundamental for all companies dealing
with gathering, storing and sharing data. A pertinent
observation is people’s perception that commencing
the digital journey is enough of a signal of their
intent to be there, certain of their decision, and even
being informed enough. This contradicts research, so
far, showing that people aren’t fully aware of what
they are agreeing to because they don’t read through
privacy policies. Perhaps, another dimension of the
privacy paradox.
Finally, despite my main findings aligning with
previous literature, it is my conclusion the Open
Banking ecosystem is unique, and once it has matured,
further research may show different results about
perceptions. I would recommend that quantitative
research is conducted to validate these findings
and determine the extent to which privacy and
security concerns affect the tolerance to friction or its
perception as positive vs negative friction. Suggested
studies should be segmented across age groups, and

with a large sample across similar consumer groups,
and measure drop-off rates at different points in a
UX funnel and A/B testing different degrees and
approaches to friction.
Limitations
Data gathering was conducted by external market
researchers, meaning less control over guiding
designing and guiding the focus group discussions.
In addition, participants in this case did not have firsthand interaction with the stimuli, but were instead
shown and talked through them. Perceived ease of
use from hand-on trial of e-service software, has been
found to reduce perceived risk of using the software
(Featherman & Pavlou, 2003). Finally, this study
entailed participants imagining their preferences and
opinions about a future ecosystem and theoretical
products, with all the contextual complexities.
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This paper examines the effects of automation on seven different professional
sectors, and the degree of uncertainty this creates among current and soonto-be professionals It then looks at whether or not the individuals concerned
make decisions accordingly, and if so, what the nature of these decisions are.
A mixed method approach was chosen, incorporating a quantitative survey
and qualitative interviews. The survey investigated 106 students’ decisions
regarding future career prospects and if they intend to develop skills relevant
to automation. The interviews were conducted with 11 individuals working
in fields affected by automation, or in which they have knowledge of the
development of this technology. Comparing these two groups: workers and
students entering the workforce within 0-5 years, demonstrated that students
were more adaptive to automation (44% were learning to code or considering
it vs 0% of professionals), despite a clear sample size limitation. Due to time
constraints, a quantitative survey with professionals was not possible.
All interviewees acknowledged that automation will replace their job or change
it significantly. However, only the teacher was subsequently concerned about
job security. The other interviewees’ relaxed view may be explained by proximity
to pension or strong unions.
So far, literature on the topic of automation has focused on the concrete effects
of technological developments on professional sectors themselves as opposed
to the actual perceptions and adaptation of individuals. We therefore hope
that this research will work as an impetus for further research on workers’ and
students’ reactions to automation. This could have implications for social policy
directions linked to job protection and adaptability.

Introduction

prevalence of automation technologies?

Our aim in conducting this research was to gain a
deeper insight into the ways in which automation,
robotics, and artificial intelligence (AI) affect
workers’ and students’ decisions regarding their
professional future, and potential factors which may
play on these perceptions. The research questions
that guided our methodological journey were the
following:

3. Considering how widely cited Frey and Osborne’s
prediction of automation impact (2013) is, do their
perceptions align with their prediction?

1. How do the recent developments in automation
affect professions and students and how does this
shape their perceptions and decisions about the
future of their careers?
2. What factors might influence people’s certainty
regarding their future in the context of the increasing

We found that professionals and students seem to
have different perceptions and reactions regarding
technological developments. Whilst the former
group remains relatively passive in the face of
potential job-automation, the latter tend to actively
adjust their skills to adapt themselves to the
automation trend. We also found that gender and
the sectors they would like to work for in the future
could, to some extent, contribute to the students’
degree of certainty regarding future automation.
Furthermore, we found some inconsistencies
between the perception of our respondents and
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Frey and Osborne’s work (2013) with regard to the
likelihood of automation in some types of industries.
This paper starts off with a review of the literature,
followed by a justification of our methods, the
analysis of survey and semi-structured interview
results, and our conclusion.
Literature Review
1. Careers and Sectors Most Affected
To quantify the proportion of jobs likely to be
affected by automation in the US, Frey and Osborne
(2013) asked computer scientists for probabilities
that certain jobs can technically be performed by a
machine in the near future. They did this by looking
at the skills required for each job as listed in O*NET
2010 job descriptions (Occupational Information
Network). They found that 47% of jobs are highly
likely automatable in the near future, especially
in transportation, administrative support work,
and production occupations, services, sales and
construction (2013:41). They might underestimate
automatability as O*NET descriptions might
overestimate skill requirements; the descriptions
were compiled through a survey, to which mainly
those might have responded who use more skills
than the average job occupant (Handel, 2016:160).
Deloitte (2015) used Frey and Osborne’s findings and
data from the ONS labour force survey to analyse the
effects of automation specifically in the UK. There,
jobs with the highest probability of being automated
“were largely administrative in nature or involved
routine manual activities”. Jobs with the lowest
probability of automation required high “manual
dexterity”, “cognitive or social skills”, and the least
routine. Those latter sectors, such as “caring, leisure,
and other service occupations”, were expected to
grow (p. 3).
2. The Longer Term: Will More or Less Jobs be
Created through Automation?
While the above makes clear that many jobs can be
automated, the equilibrium impact of automation
remains unclear. While jobs may be lost, the concept
of creative destruction posits that new jobs will
at the same time be created. Investigating this net
effect, Willcocks and Lacity (2016a) analysed four
cases of Robotic Process Automation (RPA) in the
US, UK, and Canada. RPA refers to automation of
“swivel chair” service tasks, such as transferring
data from one software to another, say from e-mails
and spreadsheets to Enterprise Resource Planning
systems (Willcocks and Lacity 2016a:66). RPA did
not result in layoff of internal staff, but at most in
job wastage (Willcocks and Lacity, 2016b). This is

concordant with some of our interviews, in which
it seemed that those already working in a certain
profession were made to change tasks but not asked
to leave the company.
Rainie and Anderson asked experts and interested
members of the public whether educational and
training programmes would help adapt to the “jobs
of the future” (2017:3). While some were hopeful,
concerns also arose regarding the replacement of
more jobs than would be created, and the socioeconomic negative impacts this would entail for the
workforce (p.22).
Applying John Maynard Keynes’ “technological
unemployment” theory in a meta-study, Petropoulos
(2017) looked at both positive and negative impacts
of automation on employment. On the negative
side, a ‘displacement effect’ may take place where
workers lose their jobs (e.g. the introduction of
automobiles had laid off horse-related-job workers).
On the positive side, there may be a ‘productivity
effect’ where more job opportunities are created. An
example of the productivity effect is the reduction in
the number of bank clerks following the introduction
of Automated Teller Machines. The respective costreduction allowed for the opening of more bank
branches, and therefore new employees. Similarly,
self-checkout machines did not (yet) completely
replace cashiers because humans have to correct
their errors, as reported in two of our interviews
with supermarket staff.
In contrast, Acemoglu and Restrepo state that for
every industrial robot introduced in the US economy,
between 3 and 5.6 workers may lose their jobs, and
introducing one more robot per thousand employees
may reduce wages between 0.25-0.5% (2017:35).
3. Which Skills Workers should Develop to Adapt
to Automation
The consensus in the literature was that soft skills
are less likely to be automated than hard skills
(Deloitte 2015, Frey and Osborne 2013, Susskind and
Susskind 2015). Rainie and Anderson confirmed that
members of the public interested in developments
in technology think the same (p.13). Moreover,
many believed that skills used for working in the
development of robotics and AI itself would become
primordial, although others acknowledged that this
might lead to an overload of programmers, not all
of which would be able to work in the sector (p.14).
Other respondents mentioned that technological
advancements would not leave many skills left
to learn once most jobs were replaced, and that
shifts in training mechanisms were both difficult
to fund and harder for individuals to engage in
(pp.17-22). Also mentioned were programming
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and computing skills useful for the generation of
automation technologies. Respondents saw a rise
in individualised self-learning (e.g. through online
courses), and the increasing availability of coding
and programming classes (p.15). This served as a
starting point for our student survey of students’
decisions regarding future careers, in which many
reported developing certain computational skills for
their future prospects.
Finally, Susskind and Susskind hypothesised that
within 10 to 20 years, all professions will display
these trends, leading to a “post-professional” society
in which people will be trained for skills rather than
jobs (2015:263). Accordingly, only a small fraction of
individuals will continue to work as they previously
did since their expertise and talent will not be
automatable (p. 264).
However, given the ever-increasing development of
technology and the shift towards better-performing
AI, the literature is composed mainly of predictions
or to-date effects of automation, which are
continually changing. Individuals’ perceptions of
these changes are evolving and therefore have yet
to be documented, and the aim of our research is
therefore to explore these responses.
Methodology
Survey
The survey was conducted online in 2017.
Respondents were recruited via social media among
undergraduates and graduates at both, UK and
foreign universities. The first part of the survey
asked about gender, household income level,
future career choices, and the importance assigned
to several factors while making such a choice. The
second part asked about the choices regarding
programming and coding courses, and explored the
reasons why the respondents may choose or not to
learn such skills. The third part of the survey, after
providing basic definitions of automation and AI,
asked respondents to rate their understanding of
the recent developments in the two categories, the
degree of positive or negative impact they thought
such developments would have in their chosen
prospective career, and how much importance they
attached to such impact while (1) choosing the career
in the first place and (2) choosing to learn (or not
learn) a programming or coding skill.
Qualitative interviews
Semi-structured
qualitative
interviews
with
working individuals or with at least one year work
experience allowed us to ask about specific topics
based on pre-existing knowledge, while taking the
14

form of a conversation, with flexibility in adapting
our questions to the flow of the discussion (Mason,
2002:62-63). Since our aim was to delve into
individuals’ own perceptions and experiences, we
allowed them to voice their beliefs and attitudes,
with less constraint than specific close-ended
questions (Savage, 2010:186). While our questions
were non-suggestive (see full list in Appendix), we
acknowledge that no data is ever fully objective;
interpretation being an on-going process involving
the choice of topic, questions, sample and analysis.
We therefore do not claim that our findings are
generalisable, but rather that they provide an indepth window of understanding into the views of
our participants. Interviews were in 2017, all were in
London but the taxi drivers (Milton Keynes) and the
interpreter (France).
We interviewed one teacher, two tube drivers, three
taxi drivers, two retail supermarket workers, one
interpreter, one prospective solicitor, one prospective
investment banker, and a computer-engineering
student. Interviews were conducted in person in
locations convenient for our interviewees or over
the phone, and were, all but three, recorded with the
informed consent of respondents. Confidentiality
and anonymity were protected and ensured through
consent forms signed by both parties. Interview
data was coded using hybrid thematic analysis
incorporating an a priori approach based on
prior research, with an inductive one (to a greater
extent) based on participants’ answers (Feredey
and Cochrane, 2006). Coding the interviews, we
identified three main themes: ‘Degree of automation’,
‘Temporal estimations of automation’, and ‘Role of
institutions in professional security’ (see Analysis).
Analysis
Survey
For sample demographics see Appendix.
The survey was completed by 106 respondents and
had an almost proportionate mix of genders, income
levels, and countries of origin. However, the pool
of respondents is restricted (albeit to a small extent)
by the socio-economic and cultural backgrounds
of extended friend circles of the researchers. It is
therefore advisable to treat this as a survey not of
undergraduate students of all possible international
demographics, but rather as a somewhat restricted
pool of undergraduates with some international
exposure – perhaps more aware of global culture and
developments than the average UK undergraduate.
This, though restrictive, is still a very varied and
influential demographic to study.
44.3 % of respondents were learning some form
or programming electively (unlike required by
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degree regulations). Comparing sector-wise, the
difference between percentages of students learning
programming for each sector was significant at the
5% significance level, with those in the banking,
finance and consultancy sector being most likely,
and those in the politics, civil services and diplomacy
sector being least likely to learn it (see Figure 1).

Figure 2.

Figure 1.
When asked about why they choose to learn
it, “strengthening future career” was the most
important reason across all sectors of intended
future careers, with the highest mean value being
computed for those intending to work in banking,
finance and consultancy sectors (The value was
assigned from a 1 to 5 scale, with 1 being “Not
important” and 5 being “Extremely important”).
Furthermore, of all respondents, those who wanted
to go into banking, finance, or consultancy, found
coding most relevant to their career. Those who did
not learn any programming were asked why they
chose not to learn it. Those in the banking, finance,
and consultancy sector were significantly more likely
than any other sector to state the only reason being
that they were “not skilled enough”, and least likely
to say because it was “not relevant to their career” or
that they were “not interested” (see Figure 2).
Those intending to work in the medicine and health
sectors have assigned the maximum mean value
(following the same scale) of 3.5 to how much
importance the future role of automation and AI had
on their choice of career. This could be interpreted
in accordance with the idea that healthcare roles
such as doctors, psychologists, therapists, nurses,
etc. are less likely to be impacted by automation
and AI, particularly in the near future, since they
require characteristics of empathy and feeling to
satisfy patients. Therefore, those intending to work
in those sectors feel that automation and AI will only
have some positive impact on their future careers.

Similarly, they seem to assign less importance than
all other sectors (excluding, understandably, politics
and diplomacy) in the said impact being a factor in
their choice to pursue programming, something
those in academia, teaching, and banking and
finance give greater importance to.
The mean perception of impact of automation and
AI on their own career was calculated by sector, with
the scale ranging from -5 being “extremely negative”
to +5 being “extremely positive” (see Figure 3).
Notably, no sectors’ mean value was negative. This,
while a broad generalisation, could be explained
somewhat by the fact that in reality as of today,
jobs most immediately threatened by automation
and AI tend to be jobs that are not usually occupied
by those who shall be graduating from university,
and thus in general, such students on average have
a positive outlook – perhaps expecting advances in
ease and accuracy to supplement their own intended
jobs as opposed to replacement or competition from
automation and AI. A limitation of this finding is of
course that it does not capture more basic, non-AI
forms of automation.
A median split on interaction of gender and income
on the perception and nature of the impact of
automation and AI on their careers was performed.
The result showed that in the upper 50% of the income
distribution (above £25,000 household income p.a.),
there was no statistically significant effect of gender
on perceptions, but in the lower 50%, females seem
to think the impact of automation and AI on their
career will be somewhat positive (mean=2.2), while
males seem to think the impact will be limitedly
negative (mean= - 0.98), p=0.02. This may be due to a
female bias toward (automation-safe) soft skill jobs.
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The literature does not indicate if females tend to
certain jobs because of soft skills or other factors. For
example, being a secretary requires some soft skills
and 98% of UK secretaries are female (ONS 2017),
but instead of soft skills, females could also go (or
be pushed) there because it offers lower barriers to
entry after parental leave.

Figure 3.
Qualitative Interviews
Degree of Automatability
All respondents but the taxi drivers stated that
automation will change or replace their job.
The majority thought their job could only be
supplemented, not automated, while a minority
anticipated a replacement of their job. The former
group justified their projection with the fact that
their job involves skills no machine could ever do.
Most of these were “human skills” mentioned in
the literature review such as empathy and building
rapport and trust. Rapport is crucial to make
the customer buy, as noted by a retail manager:
“[shop assistance] is about the lasting impression
the customers have”. He did not think it viable
that shop assistance could be automated entirely,
and drew on experience with self-scan machines,
which he and the other respondent said had neither
destroyed jobs nor led to wastage in their stores. The
interviewees’ response is highly aligned with the
‘productivity effect’ argument stated by Petropoulos
(2017) as well as being consistent with the view that
jobs with ‘cognitive and social skills’ are less likely
to be replaced by automation. Additionally, trust
was pointed out as a factor for gaining investment
banking clients as well as for taxi-driving: ”Business
people won’t trust driverless pods to drive them
around.” Apart from the above non-automatable
skills, one interpreter added the skill to review
translations which she thought could never be done
by a machine.
16

The minority which expected complete replacement
was composed of the tube drivers (however, they
relied on alternative jobs guaranteed by their union,
see Role of Institutions) and the teacher. Although
human skills are required for teaching itself, the
teacher thought that a lot of other teacher tasks
were automatable. Answering student questions in
writing could be done by an AI teacher displaying
capacities beyond those it had been programmed
for, as demonstrated at a teachers’ conference: “The
students were learning things that they wouldn’t
have learned from an actual physical teacher”.
In turn she thought that “[E]ven the jobs that we
assume are safe, that we assume require soft skills
and human communication (...) are not safe”.
The interviewees’ minority perception agrees with
a minority of students who think that automation
will reduce their career prospects. The positive
interviewees however, those whose jobs would be
supplemented, did not express that it would also
increase their job or progression prospects. This
disagrees with the other part of students, who
thought it would have a positive impact. Overall,
only two out of 106 students responded automation
would have no effect on their career prospects at all,
and 80% indicated an effect of 3 or higher on our 1-5
scale.
Estimations of How Soon Automation will be a
Reality
In asking respondents about potential worries
regarding the degree of automation in their own lives
and across society generally, feelings of uncertainty
mentioned were to a large extent influenced by
how soon they thought it would be implemented.
Although Transport for London (TfL) services aim
to implement fully automated tube trains by the
2020s (The Independent, 2014), both tube drivers we
interviewed reported thinking this was an ‘ambitious’
project, and that it would take longer to introduce
driverless trains on all lines without any human
presence to supervise. Moreover, some tube and taxi
drivers reported that if driverless transportation was
likely to affect future generations, their own age and
upcoming retirement meant that their job stability
would not be affected. Regarding AI, one computer
engineering student reported that the current levels
of this technology were not yet developed enough
to fully replace human jobs, but that this was a
real possibility, especially with the introduction
of quantum computing. This eventuality was seen
as an impending threat by the teacher mentioned
above who had attended a conference displaying
an AI teacher. The fact that this technology already
existed was a source of worry for herself and other
colleagues who feared that their implementation
might replace ‘physical teachers’ in the near future,
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a similar concern to that found by the Pew Research
Center’s pessimistic responses about any jobs ever
remaining that would not be automated (Rainie and
Anderson, 2017:22).
Role of Institutions
During the interviews we conducted, workers
across sectors revealed their personal perceptions
regarding the role of different institutions in the age
of automation, which we hypothesised might be a
vital factor affecting people’s degrees of uncertainty
about their jobs. With regards to the government’s
plan to invest in driverless cars, a taxi driver in
Milton Keynes said: “They’re going to spend […]
£56 million on these driverless pods, I think half of
that’s going to be paid by the government. We’ve
got people living on the streets, do you really think
we should be affording that? It’s not going to work.”
However, this might be interpreted as “driverless
pods are not economically feasible”. Furthermore,
concerns about the likely impact of government
policies were observed in tube drivers. In addition,
respondents tended to think that authorities were
more likely to invest in automation if its profitability
was significant. One Bakerloo Line tube driver
commented: “Bakerloo [line] is not very profitable
[…], the line that makes the most money will
get changed earlier”. A similar opinion was also
conveyed by a university teacher we interviewed,
who believed that if automation seems profitable,
it will happen. Moreover, organisations like labour
unions may impact people’s perceptions regarding
the uncertainty of their job. Both of tube drivers
we interviewed perceived the union’s power as
strong, and showed less concern about job-loss, due
to their belief that the union would protect their
interest. In contrast, the teacher who perceived the
teachers’ union as having weak power seemed more
worried about automation, as she did not think it
would be able to secure teaching jobs if those were
to be automated. Her opinion that the institution
representing her sector did not really care about her
job security was mirrored in a taxi driver’s claim that
the council was not doing anything to protect them
against competition from another city: “They’re
affecting our livelihood. And that’s why I haven’t
earned any money.”
Conclusion
Perhaps the sampled professionals underestimated
the effect of automation on their job. Most
interviewees, especially taxi drivers and the
interpreter, did not see the potential immediacy
of changes as suggested by Frey and Osborne (see
Table 1). This might indicate that they irrationally
underestimate the risk to their job, however it could
also be explained by the way Frey and Osborne

calculate automatability. Their probabilities only
indicate technological feasibility, not economic
feasibility. Accordingly, self-driving taxis may very
likely be feasible by 2020, but still be too expensive
to pose any threat to taxi drivers.
In contrast, the undergraduate students surveyed
generally seemed to attach greater importance to
the advances of automation and AI and were more
likely to adjust their career decisions and skill sets
accordingly. Intuitively, such observations make
sense due to the facts that (1) the undergraduate
students are at a more flexible stage of their career
where they can pivot their activities around
developments as they become more apparent but
that (2) because they do not yet have full time jobs,
they are more uncertain about securing a job in the
future as opposed to those interviewed, most of
whom already have a job. A further finding is that
gender has an effect on how automation is perceived
in the lower income bracket – women have a
positive and men a negative view. We hypothesise
that this may be due to a female tendency to choose
professions that require extensive soft skills, which
are inherently less automatable. If not, then this
might signal that females underestimate the effect
of automation compared to males. Further research
should try to control for the skillset of the jobs
women and men are pursuing.
Profession

Automation
probability
(Frey and
Osborne 2013)

Interviewees:
Automation will...

Taxi Drivers

0.89

Not replace my job
because people do not
trust it

Tube Drivers

Not available

Replace my job entirely

Retail
Managers

Not available

Complement my job to a
low degree

University
Teachers

Not available

Replace a large part of
my job

Interpreters

0.38

Complement my job to a
low degree

Financial
Analysts

0.23

Complement my job to a
low degree

Lawyers

0.035

Complement my job to a
low degree

Table 1. Source: Interviews, Frey and Osborne 2013
Professionals’ and students’ underestimation of
automation, should it be substantiated, could be
addressed by both public awareness campaigns
and by career advisors in job centres and university
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career services. However, we recognise that our
research is not detailed enough to establish this
substantiveness, given the time and resources
available. However, our survey findings can help
devise a quantitative survey of professionals. A
questionnaire for professionals should be structured
similarly our student questionnaire, asking if
respondents learn coding and why. However, a
first part should disentangle the actual effect on
fear of job security of automation fear, from other
factors such as the business cycle, local competition,
or outsourcing. Questions could include adapted
versions of our interview questions, e.g. “How
confident are you in the stability of your job on a
scale of 0 to 10?”. The survey should also control
for union membership and its strength, as three of
our interviews identified union membership as a
potential bias.
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Appendix
Survey respondent demographics

Survey questionnaire
● What is your age?
● What is your gender?
● What is your country of origin?
● Which country do you currently primarily reside in?
● What is your approximate annual household income
level?
● What is your current level of education?
● What subject/degree do you plan on pursuing/are
you currently pursuing?
● Why do you want to pursue the degree or subject
you have mentioned in the previous answer?
o Below we have listed some common reasons. Please
pick a number from 1 to 5 for each of these reasons
according to their importance in making your decision,
with the key being: 1: Not important 2: Somewhat
important 3: Moderately important 4: Quite important
5: Extremely important.

Respondents by place of study
Frequency
UK
India
Malaysia
USA
France
Germany
Singapore
China
France
Germany
India
Israel
Kazakhstan
Lebanon
Total

45
19
17
6
5
5
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
106

Percent
42.5
17.9
16.0
5.7
4.7
4.7
1.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
100.0

o Personal interest
o Family’s opinion or choice
o Future employment stability
o Future earning prospects
o Leaves scope for experimenting in different career
paths in the future
● Do you have any other particular reason?
● What career/profession do you plan on having in the
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future?

o Automation:

● Are you currently doing or planning on doing any
coding or programming courses by choice?

o It is the use or introduction of automatic equipment
in a manufacturing or other process or facility.

o If yes:

▪ Where do you plan to learn it/are you learning it?

o For most of documented history leading up to
current times, machines and automatic equipment
gradually replace corresponding manual labour by
humans. In most cases, due to such replacement,
skill sets of the labour force accordingly adjust over
time to meet newer types of skills demanded in
production processes.

● At school/college/university

o Artificial Intelligence (AI):

● In an online course

o This is a subset of automation that has seen
significant progress in recent years. Essentially,
machines that have AI operate independently,
perceive their environment, adapt to change, and
create and pursue goals to achieve the best expected
outcome. A significant characteristic that sets AI
apart from conventional automation is that while
regular automation usually replaces mostly physical
work carried out by humans, AI essentially replaces
more and more sophisticated functions of the human
brain.

▪ Which programme(s) do you plan to learn/are you
learning? (Mention “undecided” if not sure of which
programme)

● At a separate institution or from a personal tutor
(ie, not at current school/college/university)
▪ Why are you learning it or planning to learn it?
▪ Below we have listed some common reasons.
Please pick a number from 1 to 5 for each of these
reasons according to their importance in making
your decision, with the key being: 1: Not important
2: Somewhat important 3: Moderately important 4:
Quite important 5: Extremely important.
● Personal Interest
● Strengthening future career prospects
● Trying to expand skills
● Common choice among peers
● Family’s choice or advice
o If no: Why do you not learn such a programme?
(check all that apply)
▪ Not interested.
▪ Not skilled enough at programming or coding.

● Quick comprehension question: What aspect of AI
is different from conventional automation? (Only
proceed to next section until correct answer selected:
AI mimics brain functions more than conventional
automation does.)
● Having read the information provided, how
informed, in your opinion, are you now about the
concept of AI in general?
● How much impact do you think AI will have in the
future prospects of the career/profession you have
previously mentioned that you wish to pursue?
● In your opinion, will this impact generally be of a
positive or negative nature?

▪ Not relevant to my career plans.

● How much did you take into account your idea of
any such impact while making your choice of such
a career?

● How informed, in your opinion, are you about
recent developments in the fields of automation and
the concept of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in general?

● How much did you take into account your idea of
any such impact in deciding to learn or planning to
learn (or deciding not to learn) any programming?

o Use the scale of: 1: Not informed at all 2: Somewhat
informed 3: Moderately informed 4: Reasonably
well-informed 5: Extremely well-informed
● Here we have provided definitions and short
explanations of two concepts. Please read them
before proceeding to the next section.
20
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Interview questions

many of them are earning money?

Tube drivers:

3. What kind of work are you doing?

1. Do you mind telling us your age?

4. How long have you been working in this job? Had
you been working in the same field before that?

2. How many people live in your household? How
many of them are earning money?
3. What kind of work are you doing? Can you briefly
describe your job? What does the job require you to
do?
4. How long have you been working in this job? Had
you been working in the same field before that?
5. What made you go into this field and job?
6. What kind of steps did you take to get there?
(probes: education, vocational training, contacts etc.)
7. What do you value about your job?

5. What made you go into this field and job?
6. What kind of steps did you take to get there?
(probes: education, vocational training, contacts etc.)
7. What do you value about your job?
8. How confident are you in the stability of your job?
Would you be able to rank that on a scale of 1-10?
9. British Retail Consortium predicted UK’s 900,000
shop jobs would disappear by 2025 as companies
use technology instead of people. Are you aware of
potential job loss in the next decade?

8. How confident are you in the stability of your job?
Would you be able to rank that on a scale of 1-10?

10. How soon do you think that the self service kiosk
will completely replace cashiers? It is claimed that
self-service check-out/kiosk...

9. Are you aware of any impending risks to your job
in the near future?

- Is more convenient (for companies like Mcd- can
improve order accuracy)

10. (depending on answer to (3))Have you driven
a train on either Jubilee, Central, Victoria and
Northern line? Are we right that these trains only
require drivers to open/close doors?

- Can save labour cost

11. How is working on these trains different from
other lines? pay?
12. Are you aware that Transport of London intends
to introduce driverless tube trains on the Central,
Bakerloo, Piccadilly, and Waterloo & City lines by
the mid-2020s?

- As the fight for a higher minimum wage continues,
some argue that higher labor costs will force
companies to cut staff. What is your opinion on this?
11. Are you aware of any impending risks to your
job in the near future?
12. How is working as a cashier different from other
lines (with automated tills different from work with
classic tills)? Pay?

13. Do you have any alternative plans in the case
that you should be replaced in your job because of
automation?

13. Do you have any alternative plans in the case
that you should be replaced in your job because of
automation?

14. What does this imply in terms of your financial
prospects?

14. What does this imply in terms of your financial
prospects?

15. How do you think the trade union is going
to affect your level of stability in terms of jobs
sustainability.. What role do you think the trade
union will play in the age of automation?

15. Are you a member of USDAW? Any other union?
Y What do you think this union’s role will be in
ensuring the sustainability of your job?

Supermarket middle managers:
1. Age, how long have you been working in this line
2. How many people live in your household? How

Prospective Investment Banker / Economics Student:
1. Age, degree, year of study
2. Household composition and professional status
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3. Reasons for choice of degree

Milton Keynes and Coventry.

4. Ideas of future jobs/prospects

Do you think things like this would affect the
stability or future of the job that you do?

5. What kind of courses do you take and additional
knowledge of technological and computing skills do
you have?
6. Knowledge of AI (how do you understand it and
how it’s being introduced in society and the labour
market, do you think it’s more of a positive or
negative thing etc)
7. Do you think AI is a potential threat to certain
professional sectors? How soon do you think this
will be an important reality?
8. How confident are you in the stability of jobs you
might be interested in? On a scale of 1-10

11. Do you have any alternative plans in the case
that you should be replaced in your job because of
automation?
12. What does this imply in terms of your financial
prospects?
13. Are you part of a trade union?
14. How do you think the trade union is going to affect
your level of stability in terms of jobs sustainability..
What role do you think the trade union will play in
the age of automation?

9. If it turns out that fields you are interested in are
increasingly replaced by AI, what alternatives are
you considering looking into?
10. Are you confident when planning your
professional future? (Probe: any uncertainties,
doubts, back-up plans etc)
Taxi drivers:
1. Age
2. How many people live in your household? How
many of them are earning money?
3. What kind of work are you doing?
4. How long have you been working in this job? Had
you been working in the same field before that?
5. What made you go into this field and job?
6. What kind of steps did you take to get there?
(probes: education, vocational training, contacts etc.)
7. What do you value about your job?
8. How confident are you in the stability of your job?
Would you be able to rank that on a scale of 1-10?
9. Are you aware of any impending risks to your job
in the near future?
10. We found out that recently, a few months back,
driverless pods were tested in Milton Keynes, which
is why we came up here today. The initial trials will
be developed into a larger scale programme that will
see a fleet of 40 self-driving pods on pedestrianised
streets and road-based autonomous vehicles in
22
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Nowadays, digital technologies are revolutionizing innovation processes, as
they are multiplying the production of novel solutions, and they are spreading
those solutions to people all over the world. In this paper, I focus on the analysis
of digital technologies’ migration, in order to rethink innovation both in
production and diffusion terms. I argue that innovation is a complex process that
happens in different ways, and in different moments and places. Using a varied
set of ethnographic examples taken from the anthropological literature, I show
how the intention and the logic through which digital technologies are created
as innovations also migrate. This innovation logic can be contested, as digital
technologies are repurposed in different contexts, and digital technologies
can even be the spaces where these different sorts of innovations happen. I
conclude by suggesting that an anthropological contribution is precisely to
show the volatility of innovation as a concept.

Introduction
The aim of this article is to examine the implications
of travelling digital technologies as part of various
innovation processes.1 This is important because, as
historian Patrice Flichy notes, analysis of technological
innovation through a social sciences lens focuses
either on the design/production, or in the spread/use
of the object after it is produced (2007, p.vii). What
happens, then, if we create an analysis that takes
into account both, in order to understand the spread
of digital technologies into different cultures?2 And
even more, what would this analysis look like if
we include the specificity of digital technologies in
that production-use approach? My argument is that
such analysis is useful to understand innovation in
a more complex way, in the sense that innovation is
composed of multiple processes in different moments
and places. In other words, digital innovation
involves design, but it also involves appropriation
and re-use (thus, another type of innovation) when
it travels. Furthermore, if we take seriously the

specificity of digital technologies to be re-edited and
re-ordered, then we would also need to argue that
digital technologies themselves become a ‘space’ for
negotiating the emergence of even more innovations.
My analysis will be mainly anthropological, since
anthropologists have long tried to show that what
may appear to be ‘innocuous’ movement (of people
as well of things) generates further implications in
the social world. Specifically, my analysis is based on
Elizabeth Povinelli’s (2011a) term of “embagination”.
With this concept, the author suggests that social
worlds – what other authors call networks or systems
– are at the same time solidifying (acquiring shape)
and emerging through movement and circulation.
In Povinelli’s words, “Routes figurate space” (2011a,
p.5). Established routes of intercultural exchange
are the elements of social worlds through which
other elements of those worlds (institutions, rituals,
infrastructure, and so on) are created and woven into
each other (like a bag), but at the same time, those
routes are the slits through which further elements

As the reader will note, the sole objective of this paper is to rethink the definition of innovation and where it happens. However, what is
certain about my definition of technological innovation is that it is not only referring to the product as such, as it is involving several actors,
processes, and social relations, that can have outcomes different to the product itself.
1

I define culture as “the way people draw analogies between different domains in their worlds” (Strathern, 1992, p.47). Culture is the
way people draw together the artificial and the natural, the social and the material, the economic and the political, and so on. I use this
definition because it goes beyond national and heritage boundaries, and can apply to other contexts such as organizations or expert
communities. However, I do recognize that my framework focuses mainly on Western and non-Western boundaries, as my paper is limited
to anthropological research and this discipline has historically used this distinction as its leitmotiv. The implementation of this framework
into other sorts of boundaries (experts to laypeople, for example) would be an interesting topic for a future paper.
2
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can emerge (like the opening of the bag). Abstract as
it is, this theoretical framework is useful because it
allows us to understand that a digital (or non-digital)
innovation is both what it was thought to be by its
creators, and what it can (and will) become when it is
circulated in different places.
Even though I have used terms such as movement
and circulation, I prefer to use the word ‘migration’
from here-on, because it evokes specific stages in the
process of movement: it is arriving to point B from
point A (arrival), but it is also packing luggage in
point A (departure), and passing through a border
between A and B. Therefore, the structure of this
paper will play with this basic definition of migration.
In departure, I will show that there are specific ideas
and relations travelling with digital technologies.
In arrival, I will analyse how the re-use of the same
digital technologies contests those established
logics that travel with them – therefore, innovating
through technology in a different way. In border, I
will suggest how digital technologies become a space
where innovations also emerge. In all three parts I
will use a varied set of ethnographic examples taken
from anthropological literature: gambling machines,
internet forums, social media, and indigenous
databases (amongst others).
Departure: Travelling Logics
We cannot understand a specific technological (or
other type of) innovation without taking into account
social dynamics, cultural backgrounds, organizational
processes, and human (and non-human) actors
involved. As Flichy (2007) argues, “the innovative
process consists in stabilizing relations between the
different components of an artefact, on the one hand,
and between actors of the technological activity, on
the other” (2007, p.155). So, what are the implications
of this idea of digital innovation depending on sociomaterial networks? In this first stage of the process of
migrating digital technologies, I suggest that digital
technologies are migrating alongside the logics and
intentions of their creators, and thus, a specific type
of innovation is travelling as well.
Sociologist Bruno Latour (1988, 1991) explains the
condition of any technological artefact (from a
door-closer to the first daguerreotype) of carrying
logics and social relations through the concepts
of inscription and black-boxing. For this author,
technology is a tool to which we delegate specific
tasks, and through which we translate specific
intentions in a durable way. In other words, a doorcloser is replacing someone in charge of opening and
closing doors, and at the same time it is translating
the imperative ‘keep the door closed’ (Latour, 1991,
pg. 300). This is what Latour calls “inscription”: a
translation that “goes from a provisional less reliable
one to a longer-lasting one” through objects (1991,
p. 306). Furthermore, this goes beyond a simple one
human-one object linear relation, as it can involve
several human and non-human actors – as a sort of
chain or network. The innovation of Kodak cameras,
using Latour’s (1988) example, involves several
human actors including different sorts of inventors
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and publics, but also different objects such as patents
and prototypes (Latour, 1988, p.110-113). The
problem is, precisely, the characteristic of technology
that Latour (1988, p.110) calls “black-boxing”: by
examining the finished product, we cannot see that
chain of human and non-human actors that ended up
in the development of that innovation. By translating
intentions and delegating tasks to technologies,
objects are transporting those as a black box.
Natasha Dow Schüll’s (2014) ethnography of
gambling addiction is a useful example of Latour’s
concept of inscription. Dow Schüll shows how digital
gambling machines are transporting an ideology
(profit increase) through the design of specific
modes of interaction between machine and users,
accompanied by the spatial arrangement of lights,
decorations, pathways, and walls. This inscribed idea
constrains the actions of the ‘user,’ and builds their
subjectivity in specific ways (2014, pp. 17-21). The
problem of addiction, then, is not a consequence of
deviant individuals, but more of a distributed agency
in which machines, gamblers, designers, and spaces
are involved in the problem. As a rather extreme case,
Schüll’s ethnography shows how certain imperatives
of control are being inscribed on digital technologies.
For many anthropologists, then, a cultural and sociomaterial approach to innovation processes means that
technology is not only caused by social and material
relations, but it carries social and material relations
as well.
If on the one hand Latour or Dow Schüll focus their
analysis on this capacity for inscription as something
that digital and non-digital technologies share, then
there are other anthropological perspectives that
focus on the specificity of digital technologies to
arrive to a different conclusion: digital technologies’
characteristics are precisely to be opened and
changed. Kallinikos et al. (2010) propose a set of
properties – openness, interactivity, editability – that
make digital objects malleable in a way that their
structural properties can be accessed and modified,
thanks to their numerical property (binary code).
Digital technologies, we may say, are designed to be
redesigned.
Nonetheless, we might also say that this idea of
opening and re-opening is a situated idea, and it is
travelling with migrating digital technologies. In
other words, digital technologies respond to a specific
cultural logic of what the society should be and how
to achieve this. In his ethnography about the ‘cultural
logics’ of Free Software, Chris Kelty (2008) proposes
the concept of “recursive publics” to show how
the development of Internet and the Open Source
Software Movement (OSSM) are simultaneous and
related. With recursive publics he means that moral
orders and discourses of freedom and openness
cannot be understood without the technical practices
and the material infrastructures that sustain it (p. 9).
Thus, the Internet has been both developed through
these ideas of what the public is and should be, and
allowing its existence at the same time. The idea that
the Internet (and digital technologies in general) are
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open and free comes from a very specific moral stance
from liberal and libertarian ‘geeks’ from Silicon
Valley and other Western technological centres. If
Western libertarian morals and digital technologies
are in a recursive relationship, then it is inevitable
that digital technologies carry logics, social relations
and intentions with them.
Open as they are, digital technologies also transport
ideas. In Leach and Wilson’s (2014) words,
“technological innovations (...) embody, reify, and
articulate social relations” (2014, p.191). As we have
seen, digital technologies are black-boxing (Latour,
1991) and white-boxing (Corsín Jiménez, 2014) at
the same time: they are leaving their components
open to editing possibilities, but they are closing
(and sustaining) the processes and relations that
configured them like that in the first place.
Arrival: Appropriations and Emergent Innovations
In the last section, we have seen that cultural, social
and material elements are mobilized by various actors
in order to generate technological innovation – a
product to solve a specific problem or need – but also
that the logics, intentions and relations blackboxed in
that product travel with it. However, anthropologists
have long ago examined how an object’s produced
status of ‘commodity’ change throughout its social
life (c.f. Kopytoff, 1986). In other words, they have
shown how what we consider to be an established
status of an object (say, a good or a commodity mass
produced and only designed to be bought, used, and
discarded), acquires other types of status and uses
during its life cycle – they can become gifts, sacred
objects, or be recycled. In this section, then, I suggest
that this technological black-box does not necessarily
continue when digital technologies travel, as other
innovations can emerge when they are appropriated.
Daniel Miller and Heather Horst (2011) use the
term “proliferation of difference” to understand
this changing condition of digital technologies.
They start their analysis by defining the digital as a
process of translation into binary code. Next, they
compare this process with money: as abstractions,
they are modern efforts to simplify social life and
create a universal framework of measure. However,
the authors use Hegel’s dialectics to argue that these
abstract universals bring the possibilities for multiple
particulars. In other words, they propose an analytical
stance in which we (as analysts) should focus on the
ways “digital technologies are proliferating a vastly
increased field of cultural forms” (2011, p. 6). Miller et
al. (2016), for example, use the concept of ‘polymedia’
to show the shift that digital media has brought, in
which people are able to scale their communication
practices from private to public, and from individual
to group, through the use of different platforms.
However, they argue that this should lead us to study
social media as social phenomena that is appropriated,
and thus changing, within different cultural contexts
and through different processes of sociality. In short,
they are showing how digital technologies also afford
new uses and are changed by those as well.

So what does it mean, in practical terms, that digital
technologies afford new uses? It means that it is
possible to change the main need that a technological
innovation was designed to solve, as well as the
logics and intentions that travelled with it –what is
commonly understood as appropriation or conversion
(Leach and Wilson, 2014). Alberto Corsín-Jiménez’
(2014) ethnography of open software and hardware in
Madrid depicts this process. Through the concept of
“the prototype,” Corsín-Jiménez shows how digital
technologies’ properties of openness and editability
can be actively used to allow grassroots projects to
transform Madrid’s infrastructures. Playing with
Latour’s concept of black-boxing, Corsín-Jiménez
argues that Madrid’s grassroots projects are “whiteboxing” innovations: they take a finished innovation
(say, a bicycle designed to transport heavy loads),
think how it was designed (reverse-engineer), and
then create a digital ‘how to build’ guide to find out the
ways that innovation can be reproduced and changed.
Corsín-Jiménez shows how the appropriation of
the Open Source Software Movement (OSSM) ideas
and procedures into urban design projects helped
grassroots initiatives to appropriate the parks, plazas
and roads of Madrid. Thus, digital technologies are
prototypes in the sense that they are always open to
new transformations, and can help other objects to
become prototypes as well. Through the re-uses of
both digital technologies and non-digital artefacts,
people can solve needs that were not anticipated by
the creators of those technologies.
Digital technologies can even be appropriated to
challenge the idea of freedom and appropriation
itself. In other words, people also use digital
technologies to challenge the libertarian ideas that
come black-boxed with them. The case of Mukurtu,
the digital archive developed by Kimberly Christen
(2012) in collaboration with Australian aboriginals is
revealing in that sense. As Christen noted, celebratory
discourses of openness and freedom that come with
open source technologies are, ironically, oppressive to
aboriginal ideas of information access and circulation.
Thus, by creating a binary of information freedom
(as something good for humanity in general) against
closure (as something good only for companies
and their own interests), they are reproducing the
colonial past of theft and silencing aboriginal cultural
knowledge (2012, pp. 2872-5). Through a digital
archive in which ‘cultural protocols’ are in-built in
the code so that they protect the access of certain
information to outsiders, they were trying to expand
the notion of openness without appealing to universal
goals (p. 2889).
Taking into account the ethnographic examples of
Corsín-Jiménez (2014) and Christen (2012), we can
say that digital technologies can be re-used in the
sense that people both replace or directly challenge
the logics and intentions that come with them, by
adapting them to their locally-specific needs. In that
sense, we can also say that there is a second process
of innovation, that is subsequent to the innovation
process that generated a digital technology in itself.
Authors such as James Leach and Lee Wilson (2014)
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suggest the concept of “exaptation” to define this
second process of innovation, as it looks more like a
remix than a carefully planned and staged process:
“structures that may have evolved for one purpose are
co-opted for quite different functions for which they
happen to come in handy” (Ingold, 1997 in Leach and
Wilson, 2014, p.17). Even if digital technologies are
a network of inventions and planned processes and
functions, they can also become tools for improvised
re-use and adaptation.
At the Border: Digital Technologies as Spaces of
Innovation
So far, we have seen that digital technologies are part
of a complex set of relations that compose innovation
processes in terms of production, and even if we
assume the openness of digital technologies, that
set of relations travels with them. Then, we have
seen that when digital technologies migrate, they
also become part of another innovation process in
terms of use: digital technologies are transformed,
remixed, or re-thought through locally-specific
needs and locally-specific cultural logics. In this last
section I focus on what happens at the border – that
is, when those culturally-different logics and parallel
innovation processes meet. Furthermore, what are the
implications of the openness of digital technologies
in that process? I suggest that digital technologies
are not only part of different innovation process, but
digital technologies can also generate innovation
processes within them.
In order to unpack this idea of innovation within
digital technologies, here I come back to the
contributions of Elizabeth Povinelli (2011a) that I
outlined in the introduction to this paper. Apart
from the recognition that moving things create social
worlds – “Routes figure space” – Elizabeth Povinelli
(2011a, p. 5) notes that the anthropology of exchange
and circulation also shows that those routes “are
figured by figurated space.” She argues that those
social worlds (networks and systems) created by
the circulation of things are never sealed, and it is
precisely through those moving routes that the social
world remains open for emerging phenomena (p.
7). Nonetheless, she adds that “no world is actually
one world” (p. 7), in the sense that there are worlds
between and within worlds. Emergence happens
when social worlds exchange or circulate elements
between them – when a digital technology migrates
from one culture to another, for example. However,
emergence can also occur inside one social world – i.e.
when digital technologies are used as virtual spaces
and people from different cultures interact in them.
Let me exemplify how the interaction between
the production process and the re-use process
happens, through Fred Myers’ (2004) analysis of
the commercialization of indigenous paintings in
Australia and the controversies that arose around
them. He suggests that the paintings and designs
are both a) making part of an “art-culture system” in
which they circulate; and b) keeping an ontological
status of sacrality (p. 7). Controversies arise because
indigenous paintings are produced within a context
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of sacred relations between aboriginal artists, land
and ancestors, but are then circulated in a Western
context where those same objects are considered
as commodities – therefore, indigenous paintings
are what he terms “promiscuous objects” (p. 6).
However, rather than a cause of incompatibility – two
incommensurably different ways of understanding
the same object –, from an Indigenous point of view
this boundary between regimes of value is not a
reason for closure, but for negotiation. Indigenous
artists allow their works to become commodities
in as much as the buyers recognize the importance
of the artist’s ancestors and cultural traditions. In
other words, the interaction between two innovation
processes (one related to production and one related
to use) is a constant negotiation in which more
processes can emerge.
Coombe and Herman (2004) also discuss the case
of a clash between Western ideas of property and
indigenous understandings of cultural transmission
of knowledge, but this time it happens inside an
online forum between Maori activists and Lego fans.
The authors analysed how Maori sacred words and
terms were appropriated by Lego and used as brands
for some of their specific products. This triggered
discussions and arguments between Maori activists
and Lego fans, because Lego fans were appealing to
the ‘freedom’ of those terms to be used by anyone,
whereas Maori activists interpreted that latter
argument as ignoring the specific importance of
those words in their communities. To analyse this
controversy, the authors use the concept of “contact
zone” in order to show how the digital world is a
social space of negotiation between two cultures
separated otherwise, but also “a performative space
of the negotiation of emergent identities.” (p. 571).
The authors argue, then, that the digital world allows
the emergence of different responses to “corporate
territorialisation of the Web” (p. 570). In other words,
digital forums allow the emergence of other ways
of understanding digital property that are different
to the ones used by the corporations promoting
their products in the Web. Thus, the negotiation of
different ways of using digital technologies happens
within digital technologies as well.
With the last two examples, we have seen the exchange
between social worlds (Myers, 2004), but also the
exchange of social worlds within digital technologies
(Coombe and Herman 2004). Nonetheless, Elizabeth
Povinelli (2011b) herself shows us how there are not
only exchanges (and their negotiations) between
social worlds, but also there are emergent innovations
within digital technologies. She does that by analysing
a digital archive that she developed alongside
Australian aboriginal communities, designers, and
Web developers. What they were trying to do with the
digital archive was not to escape from the dynamics
of digital information (yes/no; if/then) – to look for an
‘outside’ of digital technologies’ binary logic that could
better represent Australian aboriginal knowledge
and traditions. Rather, the project tried to use a
specific matrix of circulation to model a novel form
of sociality in it (2011b, p. 160). In other words, they
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designed the archive so that the user could not have
access to all content; but to access specific elements in
the archive according to the user’s status, gender, and
previous experience with the archive’s content – what
Aboriginal communities term “acquiring social skin.”
Thus, Povinelli is showing how digital technologies
are not only objects migrating between Western and
non-Western cultures, but they also provide a space
in which Western logics (it is either True or False; it
is either Public or Private) can co-exist with (or be
the grounds to) completely different worldviews and
social dynamics.
Conclusion
In this paper, I have analysed the ‘migration’ of
digital technologies from a perspective that takes both
production and use into account. Digital technologies
can be understood as important elements (and
products) of many innovation processes occurring
nowadays, because they have revolutionized the way
we create new interactions with people, objects, and
cultures. Therefore, we can also complexify social
sciences’ ideas of innovation, by complexifying the
analysis of digital technologies’ migration between
cultures – through both perspectives of design and
circulation.
In the first part I have explored the ideas of inscription
and black-boxing. I showed how digital technologies
are not the only things that travel when they are used
in other contexts and cultures, through the examples of
digital gambling machines and the Internet. Cultural
ideas of their creators, inscribed intentions (like profit
increasing), and functions for specific needs are also
migrating. Therefore, the socio-material elements
involved in the innovation process of production are
not erased, but are black-boxed in the object. In the
second part I examined the processes of re-use and
appropriation by approaching the cases of social
media and ‘open hardware’ projects. My point was
that digital technologies can also be re-built and remixed according to local contexts and needs. Thus,
this evidence forces us to think about innovation
from another perspective: one that is messier,
improvised, locally functional, and even political.
Finally, in the third part I have used ethnographic
approaches to aboriginal paintings, virtual forums,
and digital archives in order to understand how the
characteristics of ‘the digital’ can help us understand
migration and innovation in yet another sense.
Migration is more than an object crossing a border,
as the border can be built (or negotiated) inside the
object. Similarly, digital technologies are more than a
product, and innovation is more than the process that
generates that product: innovation can emerge within
that product, due to the structural openness of digital
technologies.
Many anthropologists have dealt with the term of
innovation in various ways. Some have tried to define
it as the engine of every cultural expression (public or
private), by relating it with terms such as imagination
(c.f. Robins, 2010). Others have problematized the
idea of innovation as a completely new and pathbreaking discovery, by showing its complex relation

to already existing traditions (c.f. Lohman, 2010).
Complementing this critique of the ‘out-of-nowhere’
inventions, other authors have critiqued the popular
idea that innovation can only be achieved through
controlled and organized processes (c.f. Leach and
Wilson, 2014). As I have shown in the second part
of this paper, I agree with this latter perspective in
the sense that innovation should be rethought as
more improvised than it looks. However, I disagree
in the sense that this cannot be the only way of
seeing innovation either. A perspective of varied
ethnographic cases shows us that innovation is
actually plural: there are many innovations in the
same process of migration – so why not leave the
meaning of innovation open to many co-existing
ways of defining it? In my opinion, this is the way
an anthropological and ethnographic perspective
can contribute to the interdisciplinary debate on
digital technologies and innovation, as this helps us
to challenge monolithic understandings of concepts,
and open them to alternative and productive analyses.
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A ‘filter bubble’ – a term originally coined by Internet activist Eli Pariser –
denotes the dynamic in which people are only exposed to a small subset of
ideas and perspectives. More alarmingly, there is the threat of an extrapolated
version of reality where individuals only see content that is already familiar and
accepted by them. This paper seeks to analyse the creation and development
of such filter bubbles in social platforms by conceptualising the phenomenon
within the theories of encoding and computed sociality. Using the example of
Facebook News Feed, it will be shown that personalisation can, through the
algorithmic process of filtering, lead to a situation in which the bubble becomes
reinforcing and ever narrowing. The filtering system, therefore, becomes a cycle
that both shapes and is shaped by user behaviour. Further, it is argued that the
starting point in this cycle is already a heavily mediated state.

Introduction
Social media platforms were once welcomed as
harbingers of a free and networked world in which
the power lies with the users. Recently, however,
the illusion of disintermediation in the newly
empowered networks appears to have started to
fade. In light of recent electoral shocks in Europe
and the US, the influence of social platforms both on
and off the Web has been widely questioned. There
has also been a growing recognition of the way such
platforms can shape knowledge and behaviour.
Chamath Palihapitiya, a former senior executive
at Facebook, has recently accused the platform of
‘ripping apart the social fabric of how society works’
(Stanford Graduate School of Business, 2017). One
of the aspects debated in this ‘techlash’ (Rajan, 2017)
is whether social platforms can create online filter
bubbles – a dynamic in which an individual is only
exposed to a small subset of ideas and perspectives.
More alarmingly, there is the threat of an extrapolated
version of reality where users only see content that is
already familiar and accepted by them. If this pattern
is reinforcing, users could experience a continuously
narrowing spectrum of information. Without being
exposed to opposing views, social media becomes a
metaphorical echo chamber of the self. Filter bubbles
are powerful both at the level of the individual,
shaping user practices and beliefs, as well as society,
possibly leading to ideological segregation and
harming democracy itself.
This paper seeks to explore the processes through
which filter bubbles can be created and sustained.
Corresponding Author
Email Address: k.pikkat@lse.ac.uk (K. Pikkat)

By examining the case of Facebook, perhaps the
most well known social media platform, it will
be shown that the circular logic embedded in its
News Feed algorithm can lead to a reinforcing and
narrowing bubble. The rest of this paper is structured
as follows. First, a literature review will connect the
key concept of personalisation to filter bubbles. Next,
this is conceptualised using the theories of encoding
and computed sociality. Finally, this theoretical
framework is applied to the case of Facebook News
Feed to illustrate the dynamics of a filter bubble.
Literature Review
1. Personalisation
The rapid growth of social networks has resulted in a
struggle to manage the constant stream of information
that users have access to. Adam Mosseri, Facebook’s
senior executive, has recognised that there is simply
‘far too much information for any one person to
consume’ (Newsroom, 2016b). In this new ‘attention
economy’, human attention is a resource in limited
supply (Davenport & Beck, 2001). In an attempt to
make the experience more enjoyable for the user and
thus catch a larger share of their attention, platform
providers have turned to personalisation through
algorithmic filtering. In this context, the filter is
a software-based tool that operates based on an
algorithm specified by the platform owner (Parker,
Van Alstyne & Choudary, 2016). The aim of a filter
system is to ensure that out of the vast quantities
of content available, each individual user will be
presented with information that is most relevant
and valuable to them. The technical process behind
filtering is explained in more detail in the third
section using the example of Facebook News Feed.
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Naturally, there is no single metric to determine
what constitutes ‘relevant’ or ‘valuable’, making it
a fundamentally subjective judgement. Twitter, for
example, identifies certain topics that are ‘trending’
at any given moment. The process behind this,
however, is a less straightforward calculation
than one would perhaps expect. Instead of being a
universal measurement of popularity, trends in this
context are tailored to an individual user based on,
for example, their interests, location, and the users
they ‘follow’ (Gillespie, 2014). Twitter also maintains
the power to ‘consider the newsworthiness’ and
whether or not it is ‘in the public interest’ (Twitter,
2018). These judgements, whether embedded in
Twitter or Facebook, as will be seen, are as subjective
as they are fluid.
2. Filter Bubbles
‘Filter bubbles’ – a term coined by Internet activist Eli
Pariser – denote the dynamic in which an individual
is only exposed to ideas and perspectives confirming
those that they already hold. Homophily, that is the
process of selecting the people and information that
appeal to one’s interests, is a natural and inevitable
part of human lives – both online and offline. It
has, for example, been found that individuals are
more likely to select and read news stories that are
anticipated to support their own positions (Garrett,
2009; Iyengar & Hahn, 2009). Looking specifically at
social platforms, one could reasonably expect that
in the digital world – free from the geographical
constraints that exist in the real world – there is
greater exposure to a wider variety of information.
Online filter bubbles, however, introduce three new
characteristics: they are ‘individual’, ‘invisible’ and
‘involuntary’ (Pariser, 2011). The individual aspect
means that due to personalisation, people are alone
in the metaphorical bubble that has been curated
for them. That bubble is invisible because users do
not knowingly and consciously select the criteria
according to which information is either selected
or ignored. As Eli Pariser puts it, ‘from within the
bubble, it’s nearly impossible to see how biased it is’
(ibid., p. 10). Finally, it is involuntary as users do not
choose to enter or exit the bubble. To some extent,
these characteristics can also be apparent in an offline
setting. For instance, one can recognise an involuntary
filter bubble when thinking about the likelihood of
children following their parents’ political or religious
leanings. In an online scenario, however, these factors
can fundamentally alter the way individuals obtain
and interact with information, effectively representing
a shift away from the individual to the platform in
terms of selective power. The threat at the individual
level is an entirely familiar and comfortable world in
which there is nothing to learn or disagree with; at
the society level, it is one with no common baseline
of facts.
Some empirical evidence exists to support the
existence of filter bubbles. Yet, the findings are often
inconclusive and constrained by methodological
issues, such as the difficulty measuring existing beliefs.
The matter is further complicated by the interplay of
two separate filtering mechanisms: personalisation
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and self-selection. The former denotes the content
curated for and displayed to a user by the platform’s
filtering algorithm, whereas the latter refers to the
user’s decision of which content to interact with. In
a rare attempt to separate the effect of self-selection
from personalisation, Bakshy, Messing and Adamic
(2015) find that algorithmic ranking on Facebook
resulted in users being shown 15% less cross-cutting
content (personalisation), of which they clicked on
70% less than like-minded content (self-selection).
Other studies offer a less convincing account. For
instance, Vicario et al. (2017) find that in the lead up to
the Brexit referendum in the UK, news consumption
on Facebook was polarised into two distinct groups.
However, they do not distinguish between the effects
of personalisation and self-selection. Nikolov et al.’s
(2015) finding of a narrow spectrum of information
on social platforms is also subject to this limitation.
Similarly, Flaxman, Goel and Rao (2016) find that
news stories found through social platforms and
search engines are narrower in ideological stance
than those read when visiting news sites directly.
Although this seems to suggest the presence of
a filter bubble, the authors also report that social
platforms and search engines do, in principle, expose
individuals to a wider selection of information.
Heatherly, Lu and Lee (2017) find evidence of social
media facilitating both cross-cutting and like-minded
interactions, but fail to consider how filtering affects
the content that the user is even able to interact with.
Despite the lack of concrete empirical evidence, a
sufficient theoretical base has been established which
allows for conceptualisation of filter bubbles and the
mechanisms through which they may arise. One can
reasonably expect that alongside the emerging debate
in society, the empirical evidence too will shed more
light on the concerns about filter bubbles that have
been expressed to date.
Conceptual Framework
In order to conceptualise the creation of filter bubbles
in social platforms, the theories of ‘encoding’ (Alaimo
& Kallinikos, 2016; 2017) and ‘computed sociality’
(ibid.) are utilised.
1. Encoding
There are different types of data produced on
social platforms. In order to understand the theory
of encoding, it is necessary to distinguish between
two types: ‘user-generated content’ and ‘social data’
(Alaimo & Kallinikos, 2017). In the context of social
platforms, user-generated content refers to content
– including text, photos, videos and comments –
created, as the name suggests, by users themselves.
Social data, on the other hand, denotes the act of this
content creation. It is generated as the unconscious
by-product of users’ (hopefully) conscious actions on
a website, effectively capturing their behavioural data
footprint. As will be seen, however, this behaviour
itself is shaped and moderated by the platform. This
distinction is necessary because although the former
type of data is more visible to the user, it is the latter
that is typically more valuable to the platform owner
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(Alaimo & Kallinikos, 2016).

create filter bubbles on Facebook.

The translation of social interactions into data is made
possible by encoding. This is a way of structuring
information inherent to social platforms, which can
be defined as ‘the technological codification and
stylization of social activities into particular clusters
or classes’ (Alaimo & Kallinikos, 2017, p. 177). By
standardising activities and social interactions,
aspects of user behaviour are rendered countable,
with individual users essentially becoming the sum
of their performed clicks. The behavioural footprint
on social platforms, therefore, is highly structured
and moderated. As Van Dijck (2013, p. 12) puts it,
the term ‘social’ in this context appears to denote
‘both (human) connectedness and (automated)
connectivity’.

1. Methodology

2. Computed Sociality

For users, News Feed is the central element on
Facebook. It is the list of user-generated content on
the home page, visible immediately after logging in.
This News Feed is individual to users in two ways.
First, the majority of the information displayed –
that is, everything apart from paid advertorials – is
limited to content generated by those users and pages
which the user has connected with on the platform.
Secondly, the content is filtered by Facebook’s
algorithm in an attempt to offer the user a better
experience. In 2014, Facebook estimated that News
Feed displays each user approximately 300 stories
out of the more than 1,500 they would see without
the filter (Facebook Business, 2014). What populates
this landing page, and in what order, is tailored to
each individual user. The News Feed, therefore, is not
a news feed in the intuitive sense, but a personalised
collection of content curated by an algorithm.

Encoding, therefore, effectively allows platform
owners to engineer social interaction which adheres
to computational logic and fits pre-conceived
structures. The sociality captured online is not a
direct reflection of offline behaviour and thus does
not record reality as such (Van Dijck, 2013). This
intermediated social interaction has been called
‘computed sociality’ (Alaimo & Kallinikos, 2016, p.
78; 2017, p. 177) or ‘sociality coded by technology’
(Van Dijck, 2013, p. 12). In the context of filter bubbles,
personalisation – enforced through algorithmic
filtering – effectively adds another layer on top of
this engineered sociality. Algorithms, in the broadest
sense, are ‘encoded procedures for transforming
input data into a desired output, based on specified
calculations’ (Gillespie, 2014, p. 167). The specification
of these calculations, however, requires initial human
input. Thus, despite the ‘carefully crafted fiction’
suggesting otherwise (ibid., p. 179), algorithms
appear to be neither automatic nor neutral bur rather
represent ‘opinions embedded in code’ (O’Neil,
2017). Hence, social platforms are not neutral, but
socio-technical ensembles in which human input is
shaped by computed output, and the same would
apply conversely (Van Dijck, 2013, p. 13-14).
In the following section, the conceptual framework
of personalisation, encoding and computed sociality
will be applied to the case of Facebook News Feed to
illustrate the dynamics of a filter bubble.
Case Analysis: Facebook
For some time now, Facebook – the dominant social
media platform – has been in the media spotlight
over its wider societal influence. At the behavioural
level, the platform has been claimed to be addictive
in nature (Embury-Dennis, 2017) with the power to
manipulate moods (Griffin, 2014). At the political
front, the issues of ‘fake news’ (Connolly et al.,
2016) and election tampering (McCarthy, 2017) have
surfaced. All of these matters can, to some extent, be
connected to filter bubbles and conceptualised within
the framework introduced earlier. This section seeks
to analyse how the logic of encoding and the process
of personalisation through algorithmic filtering can

Data was collected through two primary methods:
author’s own observations as a user of the platform
and a review of the relevant updates posted on
Facebook’s press website (Facebook Newsroom). In
addition, interviews with Facebook executives were
read to gain further insight. Data was collected in
March and April 2018 and, given the fast evolving
mechanics, focused on the most recent statements.
In some cases, however, the author has sought to
demonstrate how these factors have changed over
time.
2. Personalisation

Facebook’s original News Feed algorithm was called
EdgeRank, and its relevance calculations were based
on three elements: ‘affinity’, ‘relative weight’ and
‘time’ (Pariser, 2011). Affinity means that the more
User A interacts with User B, the more likely User
A would be to see User B’s updates in News Feed.
Interaction in this context can take various forms,
including visiting someone’s profile, commenting
on photos, or exchanging messages. Of course, if the
interaction is mutual then the effect will be the same
for User B. Relative weight refers to a pre-defined
ranking for different types of content, determined
by previous behaviour recorded for the user. For
example, a person who spends a lot of time looking
at photos would be shown more of them. Finally,
the time element implies that recent posts would be
weighted higher.
Over time, this algorithm has evolved and Facebook
has, in fact, stopped referring to it as EdgeRank, using
the term ‘ranking’ instead (Newsroom, 2018a). An
algorithm still exists, and is likely to include the three
original factors, but has grown considerably more
complex. In 2013, Facebook’s Engineering Manager
for News Feed Ranking claimed that over 100,000
factors were used in these calculations (McGee,
2013). Since then, Facebook has introduced several
additional factors. These include, to name a few, the
device used and the speed of Internet connection
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(Newsroom, 2015), the loading time of linked
websites (Newsroom, 2017b) and, in case of videos,
how much of it is watched, and whether that is in
full-screen or with the sound on (Newsroom, 2017a).
Another recent announcement claimed that Facebook
would, going forward, prioritise ‘posts that spark
conversations and meaningful interactions between
people’ (Newsroom, 2018a). Among other changes,
this value-laden proposition means that content by
close friends and family is ranked higher than public
content:
News and video will always be an important part of
Facebook. But when people are spending so much
time passively consuming public content that it starts
taking away from the time people are connecting
with each other, that’s not good (Facebook, 2018).
In an apparent attempt to address the ‘fake news’
accusations, Facebook has also announced prioritising
news that are ‘trustworthy’ and ‘informative’
(Newsroom, 2018b). Naturally, the use of such
loaded language suggests that these decisions are
bound to be subjective judgements based on arbitrary
data points. As demonstrated by the seeming
contradiction between Facebook’s corporate mantra
of building a ‘global community’ (Facebook, 2017)
and the recent decision to prioritise news from local
sources (Newsroom, 2018c), these values are also
fluid in nature. Therefore, what users see on their
News Feed is determined by both their participation
on the platform as well as a myriad of other factors
entirely independent of their behaviour.

governing user actions on social media. As Facebook’s
recent News Feed tweak towards ‘meaningful content’
demonstrates, a good user does not passively consume
content produced by others, but actively reacts to it
(Facebook, 2018). Encoding allows for these actions
to be counted and used for filtering. For instance,
after a user has pressed ‘like’ on a post, the algorithm
assumes that they would like to see more of similar
content from similar users, and their News Feed will
be adjusted accordingly. As every additional action
will re-adjust the personalised News Feed, a kind of
‘informational determinism’ emerges in which past
actions determine the content that will be visible in
the future (Pariser, 2011, p. 16). But these past actions
also restrain future actions – in order for users to react
to something, the content must be visible to them
in the first place. This ‘circular logic’ embedded in
the filter (Bucher, 2012, p. 1169) presents the risk of
producing an ever narrowing loop of content in which
users inevitably reinforce the assumptions. When
navigating the personalised News Feed, users are
likely to react to these stories – chosen for them – thus
involuntarily decreasing the material scope of their
personalised content. The filtering system, therefore,
becomes a reinforcing cycle that both shapes and is
shaped by user behaviour. Figure 1 below visualises
these dynamics.

3. Encoding
The environment hosted by Facebook is highly
organised and includes features unique to a digital
environment. ‘Tagging’, ‘liking’, ‘following’ and
‘sharing’, for example, have no real equivalents in
an offline scenario. Further, ‘friends’ in this context
denote both strong and weak ties, including family,
close friends, acquaintances, and possibly even
strangers. The ‘like’ button introduced by Facebook
allows users to interact with content using a single
click. The number of ‘likes’ and the list of users who
have ‘liked’ a post are then displayed under it. This
simple feature, however, is not neutral. For instance,
it can favour positive posts over negative. Further,
the action does not convey a single, straightforward
meaning. A person pressing the ‘like’ button on a
Facebook post about war crimes could, for example,
signal that they enjoyed reading the story, recognition
for covering the topic, approval of these crimes, or
perhaps something completely different. In 2016,
Facebook extended this feature to cover other types
of reactions, comprising five pre-defined emotions:
‘love’, ‘haha’, ‘wow’, ‘sad’ and ‘angry’ (Newsroom,
2016a). In the race for users’ finite attention, these
features are designed to encourage participation.
Chamath Palihapitya provocatively refers to them
as a ‘short-term dopamine fuelled feedback loops’
(Stanford Graduate School of Business, 2017).
Taina Bucher (2012) has compellingly presented
the ‘threat of invisibility’ as a powerful perception
32

Figure 1. The circular logic of a filter bubble
By reducing the complexity of social interaction to
its bare minimum, this moderated version of reality
portrays users as a simplified version of themselves.
Further, it ignores the likely gap between what users
seem to like, what they actually want to see, and
what they should see. Being exposed to differing
opinions is necessary in order to facilitate healthy
debates in society. Further, it is inevitable that some
stories require more cognitive effort to process than
others and are thus less likely to be clicked on,
particularly in a social media environment where
news consumption is perhaps not users’ primary
focus. Compare, for example, a story about the war in
Syria against one about a talking parrot saying funny
and inappropriate things. In most traditional media,
this gap is bridged by displaying a combination of
‘want’ stories with ‘should’ stories – even if someone
is more likely to read certain stories, they will still be
made aware of the others. The Facebook News Feed,
however, curates the content for its users largely in
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Discussion
Historian Niall Ferguson has compellingly argued
that the expectation of a hyperconnected world as a
safe and stable place is not supported by the historical
proposition that networks eventually and inevitably
become polarised systems (Ferguson, 2017a; 2017b).
By connecting the theoretical framework of encoding
to the mechanics of algorithmic filtering, the technical
basis on which such polarisation can emerge has been
demonstrated. Using the example of Facebook News
Feed, it was shown that personalisation can lead to a
situation in which each user exists in an individual
universe of information – a filter bubble – carefully
curated for them by the platform. This is likely to
lead to a reinforcing and ever narrowing bubble.
Personalisation implicitly assumes that identity
shapes one’s choice of information (Pariser, 2011).
Yet, what if the reverse causality also holds true? If
the choice of information also shapes identity – as
can be reasonably expected – the filtering forces at
play effectively select and reinforce only parts of this
identity. Further, following the theories of encoding
of computed sociality, the starting point in this cycle
is already a heavily mediated state.
The contribution of this paper comes with some
limitations. First, the components of Facebook’s
current News Feed algorithm are largely surrounded
by secrecy and therefore difficult to unpick. Perhaps
like Netflix (Madrigal, 2014), even Facebook itself
does not fully understand the forces at play in their
entirety. However, the information available tends
to show the complexity and ever-evolving nature of
this algorithm. Secondly, this paper does not attempt
to prove or quantify filter bubbles, but provides a
theoretical account to deepen the understanding of
the underlying processes. Finally, due to the limited
scope of the paper, the paper has been largely focused
on the theory of encoding. The issue could also be
fruitfully conceptualised within other frameworks;
commensuration, for example, may represent an
opportunity in this regard.
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As the number of users of Social Networking Sites’ (SNSs) increases and the
amount of data collected about people becomes massive, the issue of online
consent given to these websites is central. John Locke argued that consent is
given to a government simply by living in the territory of that state. This paper
holds that the same can be said for SNSs: consent is given by simply using the
website. The research is conducted by arguing that governments and SNSs are
analogue entities. The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) definition of
consent is explained and then used as a comparative framework for the analysis.
Facebook is taken as a case study for SNSs in order to simplify the comparison
process. Findings suggest that the two types of consent are indeed equal, and
the conclusion states that consent given to SNSs could be defined as “tacit
online consent”.

Introduction
In the last few years, usage of Social Networking Sites
(SNSs) has steadily increased. These SNSs, Social
Media in general , work thanks to and are fuelled by
social data (Alaimo & Kallinikos, forthcoming). These
social data are extremely precious for many agents,
as they open new paths towards understanding
individuals’ and groups’ social, economic and
political behaviours (Bechmann, 2014, p. 21). Users
do indeed produce billions of personal and sensitive
data every day simply by using the services provided
by SNSs. The combination of computational practices
and Big Data makes social data incredibly powerful
(Tufekci, 2014).
Collection, analysis, and usage of the information is
conducted according to certain conditions that users
have previously agreed to. Thus, it is no surprise that
the issue of consent has become central even, if not
especially, when framed in an online context. Consent
is the key mechanism for enabling data management
(Whitley, 2013, p. 165). As the amount of data collected
increases and as evidence supports the belief that
people are not aware of what kind of information
they produce and how it is used, international
organisations are trying to set new standards in
order to regulate the practice of consent. Just recently,
the European Union has issued a regulation – the
General Data Protection Regulation, GDPR – that
aims at making consent more unambiguous and
explicit (European Union, 2016). However, it is still
not clear what kind of consent people are giving to
Social Networking Sites.
Corresponding Author
Email Address: mariavittoria.santarelli@gmail.com (M. V. Santarelli)

It will be held here that consent given to a SNS
resembles John Locke’s tacit consent. Consent has
usually been studied in the fields of law and moral
philosophy. The reason for which this work compares
it to a political thought doctrine is that states and
SNSs are indeed parallel realities and societies. In
December 2016, Facebook’s “population” reached
1.86 billion users (Facebook, 2016). This, plus other
factors illustrated and explained later on during the
course of this work, should stress the importance
of considering Social Networking Sites as proper
communities presenting classic social and political
dynamics. Consent is one of these.
On Consent and Tacit Consent
In traditional Western liberal societies, consent is
considered a fundamental right. Even more so,
property is strongly valued, and with that the belief
that people should have some sort of control over
what belongs to them, be it goods or data. Indeed,
consent strongly relies on the concepts of control, selfdetermination, and respect for autonomy (Article 29
Data Protection Working Party, 2011, p. 8; Bechmann,
2014; Faden & Beauchamp, 1986).
Consent is a recognised method through which
two or more independent parts enter an agreement
creating obligations and conferring rights (Carr,
1990). No legitimate power can arise without consent.
When consent concerns the collection of sensitive
information from an individual its role and definition
can be described as “offering people genuine choice
and control over how to use their data” (ICO, 2017, p.
4). Consent is of particular importance when talking
about social research or experiments conducted on
Social Networking Sites, as the data controller can
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often use it in order to transfer his liability to the data
producer (Article 29 Data Protection Working Party,
2011, p. 9).
A very important notion in the history of political
thought is the one of tacit consent. This idea became
notorious among scholar after John Locke wrote about
it in “The Second Treatise of Civil Government”.
John Locke acknowledges and recognises the fact
that no man can obey the rules of someone or
something else without having previously given his
consent. However, writing in 1690, when the majority
of regimes were autocratic and people respected
rules they did not agree upon, he had to justify this
libertarian statement.
Thus, he came up with the doctrine of tacit consent.
According to Locke, consent does not have to be
expressed in order to be considered valid. He holds
that a man gives tacit consent to a government simply
by living in the territory in which that government
operates or by benefitting from the services it
provides (Locke, 1690). An individual, should he have
previously given tacit consent, is free to withdraw
it by leaving the territory of the state in which he is
living and by renouncing his possessions within it.
As long as he lives there though, he agrees with the
government’s decisions.
Analogies between a State and a Social Networking
Site
The notion of tacit consent is very intuitive and
straightforward when framed in a political context
with regards to states and governments. However,
the aim of this work is to prove that the concept of
tacit consent resembles the kind of consent we are
giving to SNS platforms, as they are characterised
by the same features. Before proceeding with the
analysis and comparison of the two, it is necessary to
demonstrate how consent to governments relates to
consent to SNSs.
They are both communities: the first element of collision
between a state and a SNS is the definition of what
they are. Although the exact definition of “state” is
still debated, the most widespread and accepted one
was given by Weber in a speech at Munich University
(Weber, 1918). Weber defines the state as a “[..] human
community that (successfully) claims the monopoly of the
legitimate use of physical force within a given territory”
(Weber, 1918, p. 1). Attention here shall be given here
to the first word used by the sociologist, that being,
“community”.
Both a state and a SNS are indeed communities. The
former being defined as such by scholars, sociologists,
and political scientists. The latter describing itself as
such. The Head of Facebook’s Global Product Policy
and the Vice President of Global Operations, for
example, clearly state and repeat that Facebook is a
community (Bickert & Osofsky, n.d.). Furthermore,
simply by looking at the Community Standards of the
website, the platform is defined as “a community of
more than one billion people” (Facebook Community
36

Standards, n.d.). Other platforms defining themselves
as communities include Wikipedia (Wikipedia:About,
2017); Snapchat (Snapchat Community Guidelines,
n.d.); and Youtube (Youtube Community Guidelines,
n.d.).
This said, it is clear that the “given territory” in the
case of SNSs is not physical, but rather intangible.
Facebook will exercise power over activities
conducted within its web territory, meaning, its
internet address.
They both exercise political power: political power is
exercised both in states and in SNSs. Political power
allows governments to make and execute laws (Locke,
1960, § 3). These laws concern regulation of property,
rights and duties of the citizens, tax collection, and so
on. In the same way, when it comes to SNSs, the owner
of the company sets policies regarding the regulation
of the website, community standards, and the right
to gather and use personal data (Nissenbaum, 2010).
They both generate money through their citizens or users:
states collect money from their own citizens in order
to generate government income. The price to pay in
order to be able to benefit from the services provided
is translated into taxation – be it direct or indirect.
Similarly, SNSs collect personal and social data from
their users, which are the “fuel” of the platform, and
are the practical translation of profit online. In both
cases, should consent be retrieved, people would
not get back the taxes previously paid or the data
produced.
The difference between a state and a SNS is that in the
latter the owner of the website mainly aims at making
some profit for himself. On the contrary, states mainly
re-invest the money collected in order to improve
themselves as collective communities. Nevertheless,
if we think about how states were until a few years
ago, and even about how some monarchies or
dictatorships still are, we can arguably say that the
same can happen on a state level: some authoritarian
regimes do use part of the money coming from their
citizens in order to enrich the sovereign.
Comparative Framework: The Definition of Consent
according to the GDPR
Having outlined the analogies between a state and a
SNS, it is possible to proceed in demonstrating why
and how consent given to the latter is identifiable
with the notion of tacit consent.
The framework adopted in order to analyse and
compare online consent and tacit consent is derived
from the definition of consent outlined in the General
Data Protection Regulation. This definition reflects
the general understanding of what consent is.
Furthermore, it is the most recent legal definition of
consent to this day. The characteristics that define
consent in the GDPR will be explained according to
the ICO GDPR consent guidance and then used to
analyse and compare both types of consent.
The legal definition of consent of a data subject as
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adopted by the 28 EU Member states can be found in
Art. 4.11 of the General Data Protection Regulation
from 2016. Here, some basic characteristics defining
consent are outlined. Consent must be “freely
given, specific, informed and unambiguous” and
must furthermore be explicit when concerning the
processing of personal data, according to Art. 9.2(a)
(European Union, 2016).
Freely given: the fact that consent must be freely given
means that an individual giving consent must be
able to exercise a real choice, without being forced or
coerced (Article 29 Data Protection Working Party,
2011, p. 12). Another important trait of the attribute
“freely given” is the fact that the individual should
not be facing negative consequences in the case where
he does not give consent (ibid.).
Freely given consent cannot, therefore, derive from a
Hobson’s choice. A Hobson’s choice “is not a choice
at all” (Barrett, 2009). When faced with a Hobson’s
choice, individuals either fully accept what is offered
(e.g. accepting every clause of T&C and accepting the
service) or they do not accept it at all (e.g. not accepting
T&C and therefore not accepting the service). A great
example to understand what a Hobson’s choice is
can be found in Henry Ford’s famous words: “Any
customer can have a car painted any colour that he
wants so long as it is black” (Ford, 1923, p. 72).

whether he actually takes part in political life or
not, he is still giving tacit consent. Whether this
tacit consent is informed or not depends entirely
and solely on him. In any case, the law accepts no
ignorance on his part.
Freely given: when coming into this world, an
individual is bound to a given territory. This person
had no choice in deciding which land he found more
appropriate to spend his life. At the time of birth, he
is automatically inserted into a certain social context
and will shape his life according to it, following the
derived laws, rules and political or social obligations.
Locke does state that should a person realise that the
territory he was born into does not suit his moral or
political values, that person is always free to move
away from it in order to withdraw his consent to the
government that rules the territory. However, there
are many factors for which a person might be unable
to move away from the territory he is living in. These
factors might include the individual’s economic
or social situation, health conditions, or simply the
impossibility of leaving family attachments behind.
In other words, the individual might face negative
consequences when withdrawing consent. Therefore,
even if an individual gives tacit consent, this consent
is not freely given, as it does not derive from a
conscious and/or free choice.

Informed: consent can be defined as informed where
people fully understand what they are agreeing
to and the implications of their action (Article 29
Data Protection Working Party, 2011, p. 19). It is of
fundamental importance for consent to be informed,
as it allows participants to make a real and proper
choice (Gleibs, 2014, p. 356). Furthermore, within the
scope of the informed characteristic, consent needs to
be “specific”, meaning that it must be clear to people
what they are agreeing to.

Furthermore, it is not possible to live in a given
territory without giving consent to the government.
This classifies tacit consent as deriving from Hobson’s
choice. In order for the individual to benefit from the
services provided by the state, he has to accept all of
the rules and obligations deriving from it.

Explicit: explicit consent means that consent must be
clearly confirmed by words, and that even a clear
affirmative action is not enough to manifest consent
(ICO, 2017, p. 24). The individual can express consent
with a statement or, in the online environment, by
ticking a box agreeing to the conditions (ibid., p. 25).
The “unambiguous” feature of consent is tied to the
fact that it must be explicit. Unambiguous consent
entails “clear affirmative action” (ibid.).

Analysis of Online Consent given to SNSs

Analysis of Tacit Consent

A person wishing to join the Facebook community,
when opening the home page without being a user
yet, will be presented with a simple and quick form to
fill out in order to start using the service.

Analysing Locke’s doctrine, there are some interesting
points that clearly emerge and pose the main ground
for objections and confutations of his theory, were
it to be judged according to the GDPR definition
of consent. Is the consent Locke is talking about
informed, freely given, and explicit?
Informed: Locke’s principle of tacit consent does
not require the citizen to be informed about his
government’s policies. There is no political obligation
to be informed about them. No one forbids a citizen
to be politically involved or interested in what kind
of government he is giving consent to. However,

Explicit: Locke’s tacit consent is not explicit, as the
individual does not have to express it in order to give
consent to the state.

In order to simplify the analysis of online consent,
Facebook will be taken as a case study in the following
paragraphs. Facebook can be considered an adequate
case study because of the popularity and importance
this SNS has gained in the last years. Nevertheless, the
dynamics and main points of the following analysis
can be applied to the majority of most used SNSs.

Facebook explicitly states that by clicking the button
“Join Facebook” one is automatically agreeing to
their Terms, their Data Policy, and their Cookie Use
Policy. Starting from this point, we shall thus analyse
what kind of consent is given to Facebook – and what
kind is not.
Informed: when presented with the scenario outlined
above, people are not giving informed consent.
Article 29 Working Party (Art. 29 WP), clearly
states that information about what one is agreeing
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to must be given to individuals directly and that it
is not sufficient to make this information available
somewhere in order to consider the given consent
informed (2011, p. 20).

not entirely understand it (Solove, 2002). This, as
stated above, classifies the consent given to Facebook
as non-informed according to Article 29 Working
Party (2011).
Explicit: the unfortunate characteristic of giving
consent to Facebook is that potential users do not
have to tick a box in order to express their consent.
As seen above, consent is automatically given by
joining the SNS. This hardly classifies consent given
to Facebook as explicit, since “explicit consent must
be expressly confirmed in words, rather than by any
other positive action” (ICO, 2017, p. 18). The action
of ticking a box can also be compared to confirming
in words and therefore considered explicit consent
(ibid., p. 25). Nevertheless, a clear affirmative action
– such as, for example, joining Facebook – would not
be considered enough to make consent explicit (ibid.,
p. 24).

Figure 1. www.facebook.com
When joining the Facebook community people
are just given the opportunity to click on a link redirecting them to the Terms of Use and Privacy
Policy. Not only are potential users not required to
read them, but it could also be argued that they are
not incentivised. The process of registering is very
easy and fast. The fields to fill out are big and clear to
see. On the other hand, the warning regarding the fact
that by subscribing, consent is automatically given, is
written with a tiny font. It does not grab attention.
Should this not be enough to prove the fact that
consent given to Facebook is not informed, one other
aspect can be considered. It has been studied, shown,
and proved, that people do not read Terms and
Conditions (Stanley & Guido, 1996; Wogalter, Howe,
Sifuentes, & Luginbuhl, 1999). In research conducted
on informed consent, barely half of the participants
read a consent document they agreed to before taking
a phoney questionnaire (Varnhagen, et al., 2005).
These results are not reassuring, considering the
fact that the research can be regarded as conducted
in a criticisable way. In fact, it should be noted that
in this research (a) people had someone telling
them how important it was to read Terms of Use;
(b) people, when accepting the consent document,
were observed from the back of the room and could
have modified their behaviour because of the fear of
being judged; (c) all the participants were enrolled
in university, showing a high educational level; and
finally (d) some participants even understood the real
purpose of the experiment (ibid., p.42). Nevertheless,
not only did almost half of them simply skim or not
read the consent document, but the majority of the
participants could not recall the main points there
outlined.
To summarise, people do not read Terms of Use when
specifically asked to do so. It can be inferred in the case
of Facebook, where potential users are simply being
told where they can find the information concerning
what they are agreeing to, it is very unlikely that
people will spend time analysing what they are
accepting. And even if they did, they probably would
38

Freely given: when joining Facebook, people have
no choice but to give consent to its Terms, Data
Policy, and Cookie Use Policy. As Facebook is an
extremely convenient means that facilitates life,
people are brought to prefer convenience and join the
website despite wanting privacy and data protection
(Nissenbaum, 2010). This phenomenon, referred to
as the privacy paradox (Jorstad, 2001; Barnes, 2006),
could be considered sufficient evidence for the fact
that consent is somehow forced when entering the
community. On the other hand, it could be argued
that users do have a choice: to be on Facebook or to
be off Facebook.
However, not everyone has the choice to decide
whether to become part of the Facebook community
or not. As Bechmann (2014) notes, Facebook has
become extremely big and dominant – as mentioned
before it has almost 2 billion users – and this creates a
sort of necessity to be part of the community in order
to participate in social life. Not having a profile on
Facebook clearly means being left out of social life.
Younger generations in particular, such as university
students, young professionals, and so on, cannot freely
decide whether to participate in the social platform
or not without having some negative repercussions.
As “freely given” means that the individual should
not face negative consequences in the case where he
should decide not to give his consent (Article 29 Data
Protection Working Party, 2011, p. 12), consent given
to Facebook does not classify as such.
Considering, in addition, the fact that Facebook
presents many features typical of a monopoly, and that
it does not have a competitor, it is clear that sometimes
people really do have to be part of it. Furthermore,
since it is not possible to join the community without
agreeing to all of the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy,
people are faced with a Hobson’s choice.
Discussion
It has been shown that both consent given to Facebook
and that given to a state according to Locke’s theory
of tacit consent are not informed. In both cases the
degree of information regarding consent is left up
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to the individual. In both cases, the fact that the
individual is not actively informed about rules, laws,
or policies, does not justify him not knowing or
following them.
Furthermore, in both scenarios consent is not freely
given. On the one hand, Locke’s tacit consent derives
from a situation in which the individual did not get
to choose where to live in the first place. It is also not
always possible for citizens to freely move away from
a territory in order to live in another state without
facing negative consequences. On the other hand, it
has been shown that people cannot decide whether
to be a part of the Facebook community nowadays.
Indeed, the Social Network puts people in a more
difficult position if they are not Facebook users.
In addition, both tacit consent and consent given
to Facebook are provided through a Hobson’s
choice, meaning that, either one entirely accepts the
government’s rules and policies or the Social Media
Terms of Service and Data policy or they are not
allowed to be part of them.
Finally, tacit consent is clearly not explicit, as it is
inferred from a positive behaviour – living in the
state’s territory – but not expressed through any sort
of verbal or written agreement. Similarly, Facebook
does not require the user to tick any box or make any
statement, and the individual simply signifies his
consent through the active behaviour of becoming or
being a Facebook user.
Thus, by comparing Locke’s tacit consent and consent
given to SNSs it is possible to observe how similar
the two are. Online consent given to SNSs could be
defined as “tacit online consent”. There is, however,
a crucial point that needs to be considered, since it
makes tacit online consent morally ambiguous. When
consent is given to a state, the individuals’ privacy
is not compromised. Contrarily, giving consent to
a SNS inevitably means providing personal and
sensitive data. This intrusive practice undermines an
individual’s privacy.
To conclude, despite being similar, there is a
substantial moral difference between tacit consent
given to a government and tacit consent used to gather
and use data produced by users of SNSs. However,
the aim of this work, as stated in the introduction, is
not to provide moral grounds concerning the practice
of consent. Consent was considered through the
whole work from an analytical point of view.
Research Limitations and Conclusion
It has been proven, by taking the example of Facebook
as a case study, that consent given to SNSs presents
the same key features that characterised John Locke’s
theory of tacit consent. As this work aimed at showing
the analogies between the two, it did not deal with
the moral nor legal implications of the issue. It would
be ideal, for further research, to investigate whether
tacit consent can be considered binding in an online
environment. As stated previously, the two types of
consent – the one given to governments and the one

given to SNSs – have different implications despite
being both “tacit”. One automatically frames the
individual within a set of rules and laws. The other
one does the same, making it however possible for
the entity that receives consent to become intrusive in
the individual’s life, undermining his privacy.
Although important, the recent EU regulation fails to
take into account the social value of SNSs, and does
not consider the extreme level of dependency it has
over people. It is clear thus that moving towards a
more unambiguous and explicit consent does not
offer individuals control over deciding how their
data should be used. Making consent more explicit
and unambiguous is a measure that merely legally
transfers liability from the enterprise to the user.
The problem that this work wishes the European
Union will take into account in further regulations,
is the issue of Facebook monopoly over SNSs and the
problem of Hobson’s choice.
Either individuals should be provided with other
valid choices when deciding to join a SNS, or SNSs
should get rid of the “take it all or take nothing”
Hobson’s consent they currently deploy/offer. It is
undoubtedly true that the creation of a Social Media
platform as important as Facebook could only happen
under specific circumstances (e.g. mass migration of
users to another platform). However, in the last few
years, those few SNSs that started becoming popular
were quickly acquired by Facebook (i.e. Instagram,
WhatsApp). Those who did not accept selling the
platform to Zuckerberg, like for example Snapchat,
had proper online war declared on them by the
company (Heath, 2016).
The EU, or other International Organisations,
should therefore start treating Facebook for what
it is: a monopoly. Anti-Trust regulations should be
regarded as a possible means towards empowering
people over their privacy when it comes to SNSs.
Should this not be a possible scenario, attention should
then be given to consent. The current circumstances
through which consent is given cannot be considered
acceptable. A Hobson’s choice, by definition, is no
choice at all. And as has been shown, consent given
to an SNS is undoubtedly a Hobson’s choice, as the
user has no choice but to accept all the Terms of Use
and Data Policies. Solutions to this issue might be
empowering the individual when deciding what he
wishes to agree to, by for example allowing him to
give consent to some measures and not to others.
Finally, it is hoped that this work will lead in the
future to the analysis of Social Media consent not
only from a legal or moral point of view, but under
a political thought point of view as well. It is very
likely that Social Media users are going to grow in the
future, and given the fact that the online environment
resembles social communities a little bit more
everyday, the need for a political doctrine analysis
arises. Online behaviours, norms, and doctrines,
could benefit from the work that has been done in the
past years in other fields.
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Information Systems and Innovation within the Department of Management

Within LSE’s Department of Management, we
form the leading European university-based research cluster focusing on Information Systems
and Innovation, and are recognised widely as
amongst the top ten such clusters in the world.
We have 12 full-time academics and benefit
from the contributions of Visiting Professors,
all of whom are scholars of international repute
and leaders in the field, from Visiting Fellows
who are experts in their respective fields, and
from project researchers and our PhD students.
Faculty are active in the International Federation of Information Processing (IFIP), the Association for Information Systems (AIS), the UK
Academy for Information Systems (UKAIS), the
British Computer Society (BCS), and other national and international organizations including United Nations and European Union bodies. They are Editors-in-Chief of major journals
including JIT, ITP) and variously serve as Senior
and Associate Editors on most high quality refereed journals in the IS field (e.g. MISQ, MISQE,
ISR, EJIS, ISJ plus over 20 others).
Teaching in Information Systems has been
rated as excellent by the UK’s Quality Assurance Agency and its research is recognized as
internationally excellent by the Higher Education Funding Council for England. Awards and
recognition are extensive and include Frank
Land’s Leo award of the AIS for Lifetime Exceptional Achievement, Ciborra’s AIS Distinguished Member award, and Willcocks’s Price
Waterhouse Coopers/Corbett Associates World
Outsourcing Achievement award for academic
contribution to this field.

The Department of Management runs several high profile Information Systems seminar
programmes. These include the annual Social Study of ICTs seminar run over two days
in March which attracts over 200 international
participants and has a related two day research
workshop.
Information Systems faculty are actively involved in the delivery of two degree programmes offered within the Department of
Management – a one-year MSc in Management,
Information Systems and Digital Innovation
of (MISDI) and a PhD in Information Systems.
In addition they provide Information Systems
knowledge within the core management BSc
and MSc courses within the department.
These Faculty’s research, teaching and dissemination strategies are closely interlinked and
their distinctive focus on the social study of Information Communication Technologies (ICTs)
and Innovation underlies a concern for policy
and practice issues in six major fields (see figure). The MSc in Management, Information
Systems and Digital Innovation (MISDI) draws
on all items.
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LSE Information Systems Alumni Group (LISA)

LISA (LSE Information Systems Alumni)
is the Information Systems and Innovation
Group’s official alumni group. It is dedicated
to establishing, maintaining and forging new
relationships between alumni, industry and the
Group. It is open to any alumni of the Group’s
programmes (ADMIS, ISOR, MISI, MISDI, PhD)
and is supported by staff within the Group.
LISA has over 1000 members globally and is
expanding through its regular activities.

To know more about latest events organised by
LISA and connect with LISA members all across
the globe join us on Facebook and LinkedIn.

LISA regularly organises events for alumni and
current students and provides opportunities to
network, socialise and learn. Some of LISA’s
previous activities include alumni panel
discussions, expert industry and academic
speaker sessions, career workshops and social
events.

More information about LISA is also available
on our website www.lisa-online.com and the
latest event info can be tracked by following us
on Twitter @lisanetwork

LISA on Facebook –
https://www.facebook.com/groups/LSE.
IS.Alumni/
LISA on LinkedIn–
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=65057

If you wish to contribute or participate in
our activities, kindly get in touch with LISA
representative.
Communications Lead
Heemanshu Jain (MSc 2008-09)
Email: heemanshu@alumni.lse.ac.uk
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